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VOI{EL FEATURES

Mona Lindaut

The Èno most obvious functions of feaÈuresbare Èheir classi-

ficatory function and phonetic function. FeaÈures classify
che disÈincÈive sounds of a language by specifying the

conÈrasÈs betr¿een them. The phone!ic quality of a sound is

specified by assigning an intrinsic phoneÈic quality to the

features. AnoÈher use of feaÈures in generative phonology

is ro make possible Èhe definition of a natural class. A

fourth funcÈion is Èhe specification of sound paÈÈerns and

sound changes in such a r¿ay Èhat exPecÈed naÈura1 patterns

and changes are formally distinguished from ttunnaturalrt

ones. A sound change, or a1Èernation' is naEural when some

physical reason can be found as iÈs underlying câuse, as

opposed to such sound changes that happen for reasons that

have noc apparent relaEion Èo the sounds. A Phonological
process described. in terms of features should make its degree

of naÈuralness explicit as a function of Èhe formalism.
Ideally, a description of a phonological Process in Èerms

of feaÈures should permit an explanation as we1l. The very

least r¿e expect from a fornalised description is that it
provide an acg!ri|!e sÈaÈemenÈ of the Process involved. In

order to accomplish this, features must be related to the

correct physical parameEers Èhat control the speech mecha-

nism. If one significant difference between the American

English vowel in bird fu*a] and the vowel ir, ",rt ft"t] is

in Èhe lowering of Lhe Èhird and fourth formanÈs in bird'

as opposed Eo no such lonering in g!, then the distinctive

feature may best be Labelled fLowered frequency of the third

and fourth formancs] ot f,,Lot.t"d F3, roI. es usual' the

first second and third formants are t¡ritten F1, F2' F3'

respectively. The frequency of the fi¡st, second, and third

f I nould like to thank Kay Williamson and. PeÈer Ladefoged
for their cont¡ibutions to earli.er versions of this
Paper.
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formants are r¡ritten F1; F2, and Fa, respectively. The fea-
ture could of courae be laùelle¿ [ñ,notacized] after the
perceptual effect of the l0¡¡ered third and fourth formanta,
but then we musr also include a convention fRhot.cizeal--f
fl,owered F3, F4l ro âpply in aL1 environments fór rhe
correct phonetic specífication. rn any case ít ¡rou1d be ín-
appropriate to label the distinctive feature nith the arti-
culatory tern fRetroflexJ as that is not even factually T'.

correct. The label1ing refera to formal specification. rn-
formally we may prefer Èo refer to the more faniliar
labels of rrretrofrexrt. r r¡i11 for example continue to uae
rrheightrr.and "back', ín the informal discussion.

The search for tttruett correlatee of featurea over the years
has demonstrated that it is not possible to relate all fea-
tures to acoustic patameters, as rras attempted by Jakobson,
Fant, and Hal1e (1951) , nor to exclusively articulatory
parameters as rùas done by the InÈernational phonetic Aaôo_
ciation (f949), or by Chomsky and Ha11e (196g). Some fea_
tures may best be described as articulatory ecales, others
as acoustic or perceptual, some perhaps ag combinations.
ltoreover, it is suggesced that if variations occur a6 pointg
along one continuous parameter it is more explan¿tory !o
describe that vàriation as a change of values along a eingle
multivalued feature tather than in terms of sr¡itching be_
túreen binary features (Ladefoged I971). Our prímary goal
as phonologists-phoneticians is Ëo come up with an accurate
description and an explanation of phonoLogical processes.

This ehapter is an attempt to provide a first approximation
to a set of features that are required to specify contraata,
and phonol-ogical processes that involve vo¡¡e1s. The pro_
posed set of vo¡¡e1 features is exhauetíve ae far as L know.
I have attempted to relate each feature to its phyaical
correlate, and to specify the nunber of phonological values.
necessary for each feature. lhe problem of how to de81 with
croes-Language conparisons of the values of a uultivarued
feature at the lexical level haa not been Borted out



at this stage. This problem will for example occur when one

lranEs Èo compare a language with two values of feature
to a languagé with four values of feature, ¡¡here the
lowest vowel in both languages functionsin the sane ltay âs

in ru1es. As I have concencrated on classificatory features
of vor¿e1s, problems r¿ith feåtures involved in interactions
between consonants and vowels have not been considered
here.

The basic vowel parameters

The most basic vowel parameter ís vowel height. There is no

language that does not contrast vo!rels along a vertical.
scale. Änother b-asic contrast occurs along a horizontal
scale. There are very few languages that do noÈ contrast
fronE and back vowels. Vowel height. and backness then
form a basic two dimensional vonrel space that is required
for almost all languages of the !,/orld. Additional contrasts'
like lip rounding, pharyngal size, nasality can be co4sid-
ered to be superimposed on this basic vowel space.

'!i:€Err
tlhat is Èhe physical correlaÈe of vowel height? there is
abundant evidence against the traditional concept of vowel
height as the height of the híghesE poínt of the tongue.
Using X-ray data from Ngwe vowels and cardinal vowels,
Ladefoged (I964, 1975) deuronstrat.ed that particularly the
tongue height of back vowels bears very little relation to
vor¡el height. Figure 1 is a plot of the highest points of
t.he tongue of the cardinal vo¡¡els. The tongue height is
approxinately the same for Io] ana Icl. rn addition the
distance betúreen the tongue heights of fil and IaJis con-
siderably snaller than that betne".r [,tJ anALq] , which is
contrary to how the vowels are heard (Ladefoged, 1967).

X-ray data from vowel production of one speaker each of
'Akan, Dho Luo, Ateso, and German ner.e analysed by Lindau
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the highest poínts of the tongue as shown in e
published set of x-rays of cardinal vo¡¡e1s. The
outline of the upper surface of the vocaL tlact
is not clear on the x-rays, and it is estinated.(Fron Ladefoged 1975:198. )

t .g

Figure 1
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et al. (1972). The vor¿els were fi r"8uoo c]. Figure 2 is

a plot of the relaÈive tongue height of these eight vowels

in the four languages. The AÈeso speaker is.the only case

where tongue height is related Èo vowel height; Èhe speakers

of the other languages do noÈ use tongue height to produce

different vowel heights. Thus tongue heighE canno.t be the

primary underlying mechanism of variation in vowel Itheight".

Lindblom and Sundberg (1969, 1971) proposed relaÈive jaw

opening as the main difference between high, mid and 1ow

vor.¡els, If Èhis were correct ' Èhen the tongue-shapes ought

to stay Èhe same r¡ithin the jaw, and the jaw opening vary
r.¡iÈh vowel height (provided of course front and back vowels

are regarded separately) ' Lindblom and Sundberg showed that

for their single Swedish subject the Èongue shapes did re-

main consÈant r¿ith resPecÈ to the jaú¡.

Ladefoged et a1. (I972) studied vowel Productions of six
American English speakers by use of cineradiography.
Figure 3 is frorn Èhis study. IÈ shows Èhe fronE lax vo¡¡e1s

I t e ae I - as in bit, beE, baE - superimposed onto a fixed
jaw for each of the six subjects so as to show ooly the

movement of Ehe tongue (if any) with respect to the jaw.

It is.clear that even when we confine the discussion to

I t' e æ /, we find Ehat only subject 2 behaves as predicted

by Lindblom and Sundberg. Subj ect -l has simiiar tongue

shapes for le/ a¡d læ / and uses jaw opening to distinguish

beÈwee.n tlro ouE of Èhree vowels. None of the others have

similar tongue shapes in any of the Ehree vowels. They

cannot then be using primarily different degrees of jaw

opening to concrol vowel height.

Figure 4 is a plot of relative jaw opening in the eight

vonels in.Akan, Dho Luo, ÀÈeso, and German. Jaw opening in

Dho Luo, at least in Èhis speaker, shows a good ordering

relationship to vortel height but the distances betlreen the

vowel points do not correspond very well to how they are

heard. The vor¡e1 points of the other languages show a
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The lax vowels lz ¿ æ I ¡n
a fixed nandible for each
shou only the movement of
respect to the mandible.
and Papçun I972.)

Englísh superimposed onto
of six subjects so as to
the tongue (if any) ¡¡ith

(Ladefoged, DeClerk, Lindau,

Figure 3
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Figure 4. Verticel positions of the jaw opening in eight
vo¡¡els of the speakers of Akan, Dho-Luo, Ateao,
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better relation betneen jaw opening and vowel height than was

the case when Èongue heighc and vowel height were compared,

but the relationship is not good enough to support Lindblom

and Sundberg's claim about the jaw opening as the universal

phonetic correlate of vowel height. The use of jaw opening

to distinguish between high, nid, and 1ow vor¡el s by some

speakers only shows Èhat this is one possible way of

achieving vor¡e1 height. IE does noÈ justify postulating jaw

opening as a necessary correlate of vowel height.

In summary, a1l available evidence Poincs to the fact that

a speaker has several possible gestures available for

producing a cerÈain point in the basic vowel space, and

that different speakers also do make use of all available

rech.rris." Èo achieve rhe same acoustic result. The in-

variance in vor¡el heighr is not of any articulaÈory kind

but racher acousfic. Formant frequencies p1'octed on a

formant charE usually show a much better relation to ho¡¡

Ehe vor{e1s are perceived (Ladefoged 1964, 1971 ' 1975) '
The cardinal vowels as spoken by Daniel Jones v¡ere PlotEed
on Ehe formanÈ charÈ in Figure 5. The formant frequencies

r¡ere inferred irom a formant chart in Lindblom and Sundberg

(1969), and ploÈted on a formant charÈ with Fi against the

diffe.rence between F, and Fr. The resulcing figure is

Buch closer Èo the tradiÈional quadrilateral than the

figure described by the highesÈ point of the tongue

(Figure 1). Vowel height is related in a straighÈ-forward

s¡ay to the frequency of the first formanÈ (Ft). Hieh vov¡e1s

have relatively 1ow Ft, and Iow vowels have relatively high

F. . AruiculaEorily based features like Tongue Height, Jaw
I

opening, Stricture (Williamson Ig74)I are less appropriate

for vowels. lJith Èhe correlate of vowel height being Ft the

mosÈ appropriate features label of vowel height is of course

I rrJ.

The featuÌ" I Irf ] is nuttivalued because vowels may contrast

more than two values along this single scale. Phonological

processea involving this feature shifts the vowels up and
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down one sca1e. The use of binary features to exPress move-

ments along one physical scale would make a ltrong claim
about the relationship betrúeen the vowels. There are values

rf Irr] that sinply cannot be expressed correctly with two

binary features. A Swedish dialect, Scanian, (as spoken in

Mal¡nö) diphthongizes long vowels as below (Bruce 197O):

/í¿ I +

/ez/ +

lezl +

lv:. /
/d: I
ló:/

insertion rule

+ [óy]
à [óu]
+ [ce d]

Hieü ana fr,ow-f
..'a fui{ 'itt

/u: I
lo:l
loz/

cannot be us ed but lre

the use of paired

tc
àt
à[

.il
reJ

*rJ

t
l
t

eu]
eol
æo]

A vowel
chan the
Chomsky

can try

under lying
and Hallets
t+ang'" f nig

musE specify a vowel one step 1olter
wel. As four heighÈs are involved,o

t
Ð

variables (llang 1968)

ø

v

o{h i gh

ßmi d

0 higtt
-otn i d

(The rounding variation has been ignored, since ir is not
pertinent- Èo Èhe poinÈ) . This rule generates Èhe desired
output, ["i], It"], [*tl , eËc. but because of the switching
naEure of che rule it also generates a fourth type of
diphthong [- iJ, L* t] , andfæ u] that is not only not de-
sired but makes Èhe nrong claim that this r¡ou1d be Ëhe most

likely extension of diphthongization in Scanian. The only
rday to avoid it is by the use of n-ary values. This also
nakei the rule fornally sinpler.

v
ø

t
How many values are needed for
only Èno values of vor¡el height,
wi.t.h the., vowel s,ysteE

n

? Some languages contrast
g. Kabardian (Ha11e 197O)

n + 1F F1

Ft
e
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or Turkish nith a system of eight vowela on two heighte:

l¡¡u

qo

Sedlak (1969) lists some twenty languages with tr¡o vorrel
heights. The maximum number of values for this vowel fea-
ture seems to be four. Ladefoged (1971) reports Danish and
English, and Hockett (1955) rwo Polish dialecte with four
heights. Dan has a syatern with at least four central
vowels:

(æ) (o)

a
å

1y
eó

u

o

1t

t
c
a

1

e

(læl ar.d lbl are included
not by Ilelmers (Lgl3).2

by Bearth and Zemp (1967) but

Fíve vowel heÍghts have been reported for Ngenba by East-
lack (1968) ¡

1

I

lu

eeo
o

a

The vor¡e1 /I/ could easily be distinguiahed from the others
by sone other feature than height. Moreoverr the marioal
contrast at any value of Backnese is still only four heights.
So Ngenba has at least no nore than four contreetiye heighta.
Even so, thie anelysie makes the systeD look suepiciouely
inefficient nith respect to the uge of ayailable acouetic
aPace.
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For conÈrasÈive purposes
If the glides ljt9w.a/
vowe I he ight cont inuum,

of this scare as I o tJ .

thus need four value" or Irr]
regarded as end points of Èhe

can be included aÈ one end

!re

are
Èhey

ttBackt'

The second basic vowel dimension places vowels as poinÈs
along a horizonÈal scale, usually ca11ed Backness. Backness
has Èraditionally been regarded as an arÈiculatory dimension.
While it is Èrue thaÈ t.he t.ongue is furÈher back in back
vowels thân in front vowels, there is, however, not a good

correspondence betr¡een the highest points of rhe tongue on

the horizontal dimension and the way in which corresponding
vor¡els are locaÈed on a vowel chart. Compare the positions
of I o] ana fc] in Figure 1. Again, we look to acoustic
dimensions for a beÈÈer correlate of Backness. The obvious
candidate is the frequency of Èhe second formant, f2. î2
is relatively low for back vowels, relatively high for fronÈ
vowels, and in between for cenÈra1 vowels. When F, is ploÈ-
Èed againsÈ F, on lhe ordínary type of formant charÈ Èhe

resulÈing figure forms a Èraditional vowel triangle.
Acoustically and percepÈua11y, however, back vowels are
usually not on a slope like the righÈ hand side'of a rriangle,
bul distribuÈed more on a straighE verEical line. The acous-
r.ic, and probably the perceptual vowel space, is in facÈ more

tike the Jonesian quadrilateral than a Èriangle, If ve
ploÈ F, against the difference between F, and Fr, instead of
against F2, a quadrilateral vowel figure is obtained. The

slope of the front vo!¡è1s also improves in relation to Èhe

aud itory chart . Backness is thus beÈter related to the
difference beÈween F, and F.' Ehan simply Èo F' and the
fearure wi I I be tauei te¿ ¡ ti-ur).

Some real evidence ro'f rr-rJ comes from studies of acous-
tic and percepEual vor¡el spaces using a type of factor
analysis, PARAFAC, which "incorporates, within the factor
model, certain basic Eests for determining che exþlanatory
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factorsrr (Harahnan 1971:14). This procedure of factor ana-
lyeis provide'a a unique, tttruett solution f or a set of
adequate data.'Three factora rrere extracted froD a data set
of formanÈ frequencíes of Sr¡edish vowelg of several speakere.
The vorrels along the factor corresponding to the'rback"
dimension were dist¡ibuted in such a nåy that they are much
better related to F, - F, than to F, (Lindau et a1. 1971).

There are languages Èhât do not contrast vowels along the
horizontal di¡nension. Ilhen there thus is only one value of
Ir, - rrì that velue refers to central voweLs. These systems
occur in eome Caucasian languages¡ e.g. Kabardian. Hockett
(1955) mentions Adyge, possibly Abkhaz, and, Udykh with a

system of

Mohrlang (f97f) analyses ltigi as ¿r system of three central
phonenes.3 Th" occurrence of such vowel systems constituÈes
a violation of Sedlakts proposed universal no. 4:

rrA11 languages have a high or lower high front vowel.rrOf
course, boÈh Kabardian and Abkhaz have extremeLy rich inven-
tories of phonetic vor¡els that are derived from assinilations
to features of surrounding consonants - including Ii]s -
but I presume Sedlak refers to vonel sysÈeEs on the phono-
logical 1eve1. These facts further inply the nonexistence
of any universal È9 tbe effect that thele is at least one
psrticuler ,ror"Ï"€en.a'*".ut" in all languages of the worId.
there sinply is not. Another uníversal suggests itself, and
I propose it here:

'rIf a language has no horizontal contrast, a1l the vor¡els
will be central. rt

I

c

a

I do not know

vor¡e 1e .

of any language with only back or only front
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The majority of languages conÈrasts two horizontal values. In
the voqrel systeDs I have looked at, Èhese two values equal
fronÈ and back,.i.". the maximum and minimum values of the

rìfeaEure LF2 - FfJ. I propose a second universal of this
feature Èo complemenÈ the first one.

"If a language has horizonÈa1 conÈrasEs, then it has fronÈ
and back vol¡e 1s . tt

rìThe feature l_Backl in the SPE sysÈem has a maximum of two
values. This excludes the possibility of specifying central
vowels on the svstematíc nhnncmin larral Cnncôñrrôñr1r' i-Yv..vÉleç¡¡e4J,

languages wiËh three heights, as in the very common seven
vor{el sysÈem ot li e e a c o u/, Ehe vor^rel /a/ is f orced
into a f *n".t] .rassification, and ir is distinguished from
/t / ay Èhe f earur" f no.r.ra] This implies a very curious
claim that the third vor¡el height somehow "causes,, /a/ to
be þlr"t] , when rea1ly rhe ¡ray in r^¡hich / a/ f rr'ctions as
fronÈ, central, or back in different languages does not
have any obvious relaÈion to Èhe number of heights or
rounding chere are. Moreover, many languages have oÈher
central vol¡els thaE function as vowels beÈn¡een front and
back vowels, and not as unrounded back ones.

There are also languages thaE conttasÈ three horizonÈa1
values wiÈh the same value of rounding. Norwegian has four
high vowels, out of which Ehree are rounded (Vanvik 1rg72),
namely /í y d u/. The vowels /d/ anð /u/ could conceivably
be derived from underlying /u/ and /o/ respecEively, buÈ I
do noÈ consider a neater system and a reduplication of
hiscorical process justification enough for chis in present
day Norwegian, where the alcernation patÈerns do not supporÈ
Èhis "so1uÈion". There is no alrernaÈion fu]-[u]nor ["]-fo].
Norwegian contrasts Èhree rounded horizonÈal values.
AnoÈher language with three horizonÈa1 contrasts is Brôu
(Mi11er 1967) . This language has 4l vowels, including
shorÈ and Iong vowels, and diphthongs, It seems the system
can be reduced to I7 long and short vor¡e1s, or to the
following ten or eleven basic vol¡els.
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e a (r)o
a OC

I have retranecribed Millerrs transcription into that of
IPA for easier reference. ìly slnbolsr¡re choeen fron atudying
Millerrs detailed phonetic descriptions and acoustic.charte.

On the acouatic charts lal ís clearly central, right betseen
front and back vowels. The system ís symmetric r¡ith /i c a/
as central vowels. From the literature I do not know of any
strong evidence tt.aL I al behaves as a phonological front
vowel. There is thue no reaaon to postulate lal as front
and lor¡ rather than central. thue Brôu contrasts four low
vowels, three of ¡¡hich are unrounded¡ so algo here three
values or [r, - rr) .r" essentíal

As three contrasts constitute the maxinum: number of
horizontal contrasts, another universal suggests itself:

"No language contrasts more than three horizontal vaLues.It

Features of the lips

The featur" IFZ - rJ is not quite independent. A constric-
tion at the front of the vocaL tract results in a larger
distance between F, and F, than a constriction in the
niddle (¡¡here back vor¡e1s are). t{hen we add variation at
the ends of the vocal tract this effects F, and F2, and

thus also the distance bet¡¡een F, and Fl. A decreage of the
size of either end of the vocal tract ¡rilL lower F, and Fr.
Thus the relatively snal,l difference F2 - F1 that reBults
from a constriction ín the niddle of the vocal tract ie
made even smaller by decreasing the mouth opening. tront
vor¡els r¡il1 have a larger dietance between Fr.and F, if pro-
nounced with spread lipe (and ¡¡ide low pharynx). The maximal
horizontal distance is obtained by naxirnising the ûouth
opening for front vonels and decreasing it for back vonela -
which is why front vorrels are baeically unr.ounded, and back
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vowels basically rounded. Variation of the síze of Èhe mouth

opening nay be used to cìêate more vowels. Decreasing the lip

opening for front vor¿els, and increasing it for back will add

seÈs of vor¡e1s inside the |tbasicrt maximal vo¡¡e1 sPace.

The lip opening can be decreased in tr¡o days: by protruding
bv,

the lips or by comPressing then'/vertical forces so that the

1ip opening becomes a narrow slit. These Ewo possibilities

have been recognized since Sweet (L877). BoEh mechanisms

involve lip action, or labialicy, but only the first type

is protruded. Labial consonancs are produced by 1ip corn-

pressioq and Protrusion may be superimposed. Protrusion
inpl ies labial icy, but not vice versa. Many phonological

rules also apply ro rounded vowels and labial consonants,

so a feaÈure is needed to cover both types of lip acÈion -

fr,.ui"r]. Protrusion is as usual specified with Round.

Both 1ip features have invariant articulatory correlates'

and complex âcoustic ones.

Round

The featur" fnorrra] may serve to contrast two

f ron È vowe 1s and t.wo tyPe s of b ack vowe 1s . I

across any language with a rounding contrasc
vowels. i no,rn¿l is a binary feature. Phoneti'c

L)
lip protrusion are predictable from the value
height).

types of
have not come

for central
degrees of
of F, (vowe1

SysÈems with a single fronE rounded vowel are rare. Chacobo,

Basque, Mandarin Chinese are reported by Sedlak. Tr¡o front

rounded vowels occur in a substantial number of languages

e.g. German, Icelandic, Faroese, Norwegian, S!¡edish, French,

Albanian, Turkish, Hungarian, Estonian, Tibetan, Akha. No

language has more than thlee contrastive front rounded

vowels. Systems with th¡ee rounded vowels are not very

common.. SedLak lists IcelandÍc with three front rounded

vowels. But mosÈ analyses come uP t¡ith one or t¡Ùo front

vowels (Einarsson 1928, Haugen 1958, Benediktsson- 1959).

They. occur ín those versionE of French that distinguish

for erample jetne [3d,"] 
tfast' and j",.ttt"f3."nltrt"ne'.
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1y l¡¡ u

Two back unrounded votrels occur ín Turkish for example:

ry
eó

u¡u

q,o

Systens with one back unrounded vor¡eI occur in Ghinese.

e

a

Akha (Lewis 1968) 4 i y r¡¡ u

e

I

ó Y"
a 3

As for front rounded vowels, the maximun number of back
unrounded vor¡e1s is three, as in Vietna¡oese:

l¡¡ u

7o
^c

a

u

o

I

e

æ

or in Fer Fer (Hynan L972):

1

e

a

u¡

Y
o

The above languages also demonstrate that ¡ront rounded
back unrounded vo¡¡els may co-occur in a system.

and

central vowels are nostly unrounded. Rounded ones occur in
for example Norwegian (p. 15). There is no language that
contråata rounded and un¡ounded central vowels at the same
height. rn ranguagee with a single central unrounded vowe1,
that vowel ie usually /a/. Sedlak liets a nunber of lan_
guagee r¡ith two central unrounded vowels. Three central un_
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rounded vowels are not very common but
in Brôu (p. 16), Ngwe, and Kashniri:

Ngwe (Dunstan 1966):

occur for examPle

atu
eeo

cI

a

Kashmiri (Kelkar 1964):
i
e o Gl: l)

Four central unrounded vor¡els occur in Dan (p. 12)

There is a problem with assessing systems 'with rePorted

central or back unrounded vohtels. Linguists do not consis,-

tenÈ1y use the same symbols for these vowel classes. As it

turns out it may be a .pseudoproblem: these two vowel classes

never contrast for non-low vowels. The low la/ atd /ol may

conÈrast as in Bróu, though this is very rare.

The non-contrastiveness of unrounded hígh central and un-

rounded high back vowels seerns Èo have an acoustic reason.

Apparently it has to do with non-linear relationships
beE¡¡een arÈiculation and acouscic effeccs. Consider Figure 5.

Rounding non-low front vor¡els lowers F, some 2OO llz, while

unrounding back vowels has a much larger effect on Fr, which in-
creases by about 7OO l1z. This relatively large increase of

F, will place the rrbackil unrounded vot¡els acuostically very
close to a central position. Vo¡¡e1s in this acoustic area

are notoriously unstable. This is the most difficuLt area

fo¡ a speaker in which to produce constant and stable vortel
qualities, and for a listener to distinguish betlteen vowel
qualities. The instability of the central unrounded and

back unrounded vowels is gredictable from.Fantrs Maxima

Theory (Fant 196O, Gunnilstan L973). Vol¡e1s are more stable

t

e

â.
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at those areas in the vocal tract where a constriction pro_
i,r"eg formant curves (as on logograms) where trro formant
curves have their respective naximum and minimum simulta_
neously. At thesé places a small articulatory movement
causes no acoustic change. But where formant curves have
a steep slope, a small arÈiculatory change r¡iI1 have large
acoustic effects. A study of Fantrs Iogogran of the effect
or¡ formants as a function of the place of constriction
r¡ith various degree of 1ip rounding shows that at !.0 cm
from !he glorris (approximarely["] I unrounding will
cause a considerable upward slope of F, (Fant 196O, p. g2).
Very sma1l articulatory displacenents in the back to central
area wiLl cause relatively large shifts of F, as long as
the lips are noÈ rounded.

Labial

VerÈical 1Íp compression is a much less usual way of
decreasing the 1ip opening for vo¡¡els than lip protrusion.
rn fact' the onry languaBe r am ar¡are r¡here this occura,
is Swedish. Sr¡edish contrasts
and lip compres"io.,, fl"tirf]

lip protrusion,
, for high vowe

fnouna]
1s:

I

e

yE

ó

u

o

o

/y/ and /ul are both non-back with decreased 1

The vowel /yl ís produced r¡ith 1íp protrusion,

place of articulation

gesture tor fLaUiaf] . e second reason for classifyírrg lr.l
r" I l.ti"f] is ín rhe narure of irs offglide. In Sr¡edish
long high vowels have an approxinant offgLide at the EaDe

l
I

L" r.l

Urhobo
Lab ia1
Before
vor¡e 1s

¡.4 a rauiar [0].

contras t .

hÍgh back
both lwl

ae the vo¡¡e1. the offglíde after
The others 

"r" [i5, y,l , ,*1.

p opening.
/u/ with the

a Round-
labial þ/.

Before rounded
roundiág -

approximants supply another eranple of
Urhobo has a round lvl a¡d a

vo¡¡eLs both are also velar.
atd lol are inf luenced by the
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but noÈ in the same ltay. In producíng lttl ín /dwúro/ rbend

in the kneer and loutcl tlegr ny infornantrs lips are quite

strongly protruded, but while producLng lol in /òdù:uù/ 'a
kind of anirnal Èrap I and ltu'rre I t sever' the 1ip opening is

decreased but not by protrusion (cf. Kel1y 1966).

Both in Swedish and Urhobo the vowelsrand approximants differ
by the use of Ewo separate lip gestures' not by different
degrees of the same gesrurer so they should be characterized
by separate features.

e *p."¿ 
".4.

In many Niger-Congo languages of irrest Africa and in Nilo-
Saharan languages of East Africa vowels may be distinguished
by a mechanism involving the síze of the Pharynx, as con-

crolled by variation in Ehe positions of the rooÈ of the
tongue and t.he larynx (Ladefoged 1964; Pike 1967; Stewart

1967; Lindau eÈ al. L9721' Lntell et a1. I974 1: Lindau L975).
This mechanism consisÈently underlies one phonologíca1
process only: vor¡el harmony. On the basis of evidence from'
che same speaker Halle and Stevens (1969) and Perkell
(1971) suggest thaÈ.che root of che tongue distinguishes
!he "tensett andttlaxtt vowels in English in thè same way as

harmónizing sets are distinguished in the African languages.
But ít is quite clear ÈhaÈ, when more speakels are considered,
not all speakers of English separatettEenset'andtt1ax"
vowels using the tongue-rooÈ (Ladefoged eÈ 41. 1972). In the
African languages the síze of the pharynx separaces tlto

harmonizing sets of vowels. The maximal sysÈem is 5 + 5

vowels: five vowels /i e 3 o u/ with a large pharynx and

f ive vor¡els /r..e a c c/ with a small pharynx. The ten-vowel

systems are relatively.rare. They have been reported for

some Kwa languages, namely Sele (A11en 1974), Abe (Stewart

LgTL>, Igede (Bergman 1971), and Engenni (Thonas 1969),

for some Benue-Congo languages, namely Çebia (I'lillianson

L972), Abuan (tJolff 1969), and Kohumono (Cook 1969), and

for some Gur languages: Kasem, Sisala, Mianka (Bendor-

Samuel 1971). Anong Nilo-Saharan languages ten vowel systems
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are found in Kalenjin, pilkot, Acholi, Lotuko (AnteLI et a1.
L974). Nine vowel systems r¡here lsl nas merged ¡¡íth some
oth€r lon vowel. are fairly cor¡mon. They occur for.example
in Akan languages, Derta rjo, and some centrar Delta lan-
guages. The vor¡eL lal te¡ds to be neutral to vo¡¡el harmony
and the 4 + 4 + /al system patÈerns 1íke bel.ow:

a

2

I
I

u

o

1

e

c
c

Many languages hav.e reduced the nine vowel systen to a
partially harnonizing seven vowel systern. By the time the
systeE has reduced to a five vowel system the vorrel harmony
will be losr (Williamson Lg74ì¡.

Over Èhe years many features have been proposed for Afrícan
vowel harmony: Tense, Raised lteight, Breathy, Covered - just
to mention a few. There is nor¡ substantial evidence that
the main phonetic control of the vowel harmony is the move_
ment of the tongue root. (Lindau et a1. LglZ; Retard 1973j
Painter 1973). The Èongue root mechanism is mostly _ but
not always - combined !rith vertical larynx displacements,
and sometimes with movemenÈs ofthe back pharyngal wa1l. It
thus aeems Èhat nhaË a speaker tries to accomplish is varia_
tion of the pharyngal size. As illuetrated in Figure 6 the
Akan apeaker produces the seÈ I voweLs lí el r¡ith a rela_
tively large pharynx by advancing the rooÈ of the tongue
beyond a rrnormalrt position for that vol¡el, and by Iowering
the larynx. The rel'atively enall pharynx of the set 2 yor¡eIs
I t e/ is produced by retracting the root of the tongue
beyond ite rrno¡malrr poeition, and by a relatively high
I arynr .

Figure 7 functiona a8 a sunmary atateuent of the formant
spåce. in Akan. A conparison of Figure 6 and Fígure 7 will
give soue idea of articulatory-acouetic reLationships.
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I
l
t
I

Figure 6. Selected tracings of /í e I of one speaker of Akan'
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factoi 2-
,
a
C
t
o
I

1

.¡¡
r.¡
I u

u
u

dr
uu

ï.l

ü,

ç Ea9ÇtÇ

$oo

aa
aa
a

1¡¡o factor solutione of factor analysie.of t¡¡o formantfrequencies of five tokeno each of ãine vosel." ;f-¡;;"epeakera, using the Paraf,ac-procedure (Barehnin fg7õi.
Language: Akan. The dotted vo¡¡ers represent set,2.vosers.Factor 1 - Ft, factor 2 - inveree of p", correlatíon -yyJ, nean aquare error - 1O16.7 (or 31:5 nrtl). Thefactor solution ie here ueed as a noroaliz.tLoo proce_dure for foroant frequencíee.

Fígure 7
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Varying the size of Èhe phar
a¡d /e/ and /8/ affects Fr:
acoustic effect as varying t
the fronÈ of the mouth. Decr

retracting the tongue root)
as apening up a constricÈion
ering the body of the tongue

["] Uy roainly increasing the
and going from [i] to [,] ot

f r n*p.rra"a]
f o rxpandea]

f-r u*pa"a.af

It is conceivable that
distinguíshing
If that is so,

ynx, es beÈneen /íl and lll,
that is, it has the same general
he size of a constriction in
easing the pharynx size (by

increases F, in the aame way

of the mouth does (by low-
). That is, going eror Iil to
size of the mouth constriction,

-\.1

decreasing the pharyngal size

Wide pharynx
Neutral pharynx
Narror¡ pharynx

the same mechanism is involved in
enphatic and non-emphatic consonarits.

r¡i11 have very much the same acoustic effect. For an

attenpË to explain this, see Lindau (1973). This is clearly
shosn by Èhe acoustic merging of. / l/ ar.d /el in Figure 7.

hlhile there is more than one articulaÈory way of varying
vor*el height <[i] - td), the dif f erence between f i] ana

It],ana beÈween the other harmonizing pairs has a consistent
articulatory correlate. This is not just variation of the
tongue root. the larynx and che back pharyngal wa11 are
alsq involved. I{hat is consistent is the variation of
pharyngat size. So the corresponding feaÈure will not be.

labelledf Advanced rongue nooll but þxpande¿l , ref erring
to pharyngal expansion.

lJhen there is no conÈrast, the tongue root is not especially
advanced or retracted. this state is regarded as a zero
'ialue of the feature f r*p.rra"d. rn the efrican tranguages

the contrast is achieved by deviating in opposite directions
frou that zero value. So the feature values afe:

b e trre en

rotn þ expandeqJ ana f-r Expanded] occur
in languages with pharyngalized consonants, like Arabic.. It
is evident from the cineradiographic data presenËed by Ali
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and Daniloff (197O) that vowela in the environnent of pha-
ryngealized consona.nts are all produced tríth a reÈracted
tongue root, very einilar to that in the voweL haruony
languagea. Some speakere of English eeen to produce the so
called tenae vowels with an advanced tongue root and the
lax vowels rrith a neutral tongue root, Bo here the differ:
ence is
obvious
speakere

from

in this way,
diatinguish

between f r nxpanae.t] ana fo rxpanaeuJ.. r,r. it is

are
our data in Ladefoged et al. (t972) rhat
not consístent in distínguishing tense and l.axt- -tso the feature l_ExpandedJ cannot be used to

Engliah vo¡¡els.

Vowel Bystems in nany Mon Khmer languages are characterized
by so called o1 re isters where the vowels fall into
tno aets called Firet and Second Register: K. Gregersen
(1973) eummarized a good number of inpressionistic phonetíc
deecriptione of the tno registers. 0n the ..basis of this
he propoaes that the Mon Khmer registers are reaLly

--controlled by the same mechanisn ae vo¡¡e1 harnony in African
tanguagee. there are atriking simiraritÍes in these impres-
sionistic descriptiona to the earlier descriptions of the
African vor¡ela. No concluaive evidence in terms of x-ray.
data occurg as yet that I am a¡rare of, but Gregersenrs
hypotheeie gounde very likery. rf he is correct, then aome
üon Khmer languagee contrsat f-f nrpanaefl
others contrasr f O rrpanaed] ana fl r*parrde
points out that one set is rrnormaltt and the
deviste in eirher direction.

ana fo rxpanded-1,

fl. cr"g..".r,
other set may

rrRetrof lexlr

so c¿lled rrretrofle¡lt vor¡e1g have been reported for Badaga,
a Dravidian language. E¡¡eneau (1939) analyses the Badaga
vowel systeû into 30 contrasÈive vowels¡

iutúlll
eof.6gU

.aát
-' elightl,y retrofler vowel.
. ¡trongly retrofler vosel.

v
tt
v
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Each vowel occurs long and short as weLL. The Badaga con-
trasts call for. c"trr"iy feature of retroflexion. It is
worth¡rhí1e to point out that these threeway contrasts have

not been noticed else¡¡here.

Emeneau described the reËroflex vowels as beíng Produced
with the tip of the tongue curled upwards and backwards to
a smaller or greâter extent. Ladefoged (1975) points to the
vowel in American English sir, cur, bird and he notes thet
although these vo¡¡e1s are strongly r-coloured' they are
nevertheless not always retroflex. Some speakers produce

the r-colouring r^rith the tip of thê Ëongue do¡¡n. There ie
also a constriction in Èhe pharynx below the epiglottis.

The acou.stic effect of both gesEures for r-colouring is a

1or¡ered third and fourth formant. It seems that again we

have a feature where the ínvariant physical reality lies
in Ëhe acoustic doma.in rath.er than in the erticulatory
domain. The arciculatory .term rrreÈroflexrr is therefore in-
appropriate as 1abe.l for. the feature. Ladefoged labeLs the

f oJ vo'" r 
"

I s-uggest t

"r'afr, - r
most aPProp

Ëhree contr
refer to p1

strongly ttr

with an auditorily based term rrrhotacized".

hat as we already have acoustic featur""I tr 1
1

1J.tta !his correlate is aLso acoustic, the
riate label is acousti", fLor"red F' ro]. rrr"
astive values o, 1, and z ot flowe.ãa r], tol
ain vowels, slightly rrretrof lexrr vor¡e1s and

etrof lextt vowels, respectively.

Nasal

Properties and processes involving nasalization in vowels
have been díscussed extensively by Ferguson (1963); Lade-
foged (1971) , Ruhlen (1973) âmong oÈhers. Naealizéd vowels
occur frequently phonetically in the environment of nasal
consonants. But many languages short a true contrast betlteen
oral and nasalized vor¡e1s¡ e.g. rnany Kwa languages in Iùest

Africa. The feature isfn"".rJwith an obvious årticulatory
correlate: the state of the velum. The acougtic effecte'of
lowering the velun are very eompLex. They include an in-
crease of F, (House and Stevene L956, Ohala 1971.), ae se11
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a8 increaaes Ín the bandrridthe of the formants. Nasalized
vowels will thus eound r'loweredrr rrithout changing Èhe rest
of the vocal tract r¡hich is why nasal vo¡¡e1e tend to 10wer
syste ratically (Oha1a L97L, Ilonbert Lg74). The feature
l-Nasafl ie probably binary, although several degreee of
naealíty occur phonetically.

Lo.ng

Long and short voners occur in many ranguages. The durational
differences are, however, not always interpretabLe aa con_
tlastíve l-ength. The domain of a length feature nay be the
sy1lab1e in ¡¡hich case vo¡¡er duration is predictable from
the syllable structure. This ie the case in for exanple
Icelandic, Norwegian, and Swedish. In S¡¡edish closed Iong
syLlables may end in V:C, or VóC. In other languages, where
10ng vowels function alike to díphthongs, 10ng vor¡e1e may be
derived from VV-eequencea, as in Finnish (Lehiste 197O).
The interpretation offv:] as lVvI is aLso standard in sr¡ch
tone languages as have.tonal grides or doubre tone over a
long vowel, as happens in nany Niger-Congo languages.

Vor¡el length is acconpanied by qualitative differencee in
many languages. problems arise in¡the interpretation when
trying to decide on ¡¡hich is eignificant. The vorel quality
differences manifest themselves in ce¡tralization of ehort
vowels. This is the case ín German, Swedish, English, Czech,
Serbocroatian, where the trro sets of vo¡¡eL qualitíes are
referred to as lrtensett in long vowels and il1axrr in ghort
vo¡¡eLs. À listening experinent conducted by tadding and
Abràmson (1964) showed rhat .in Swedish the durational dif_
ferencee became less iñportant when a vowel paír differed
eubstantíally ín quality. It thus 8eem8 that when vowelg
differ in both reapecta, quality dífferencea are a primary
cue provided theBe differences are large enough.

There
Ìlire,
aoa

are undoubtably also languagea Like Lugand.a, Eetooían,
r¡here vovele differ soLeLy aa to aegnental quality,

f eaturef r,o"g] musr be included ín a u¡ivereal inven-
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tory. Probably on1.y t¡ro values are contrastive: sho¡t and

long. Ladefoged (Lgl4) reports four values in Kanba' but

so[re are grammatically conditioned' The question of tlto or

three contrastive lengths in Estonian has been debated fo¡

years (Lehiste 197O). Lehiste demonstrates that Estonian

has unquestionable three ranges of durational vowel differ-

ences. - short, long, overlong - but Èhere are a1Èernatíve

interpretations of the overlong vo¡¡e1' Iloogshagen (1959)

reports three vowels lengths in Mixe (Mexico) V' V'and V:'

interpreting then as lvl, N'I artd /v'lnl, respecEively' More

than two lexicaLly contrastive lengths have not been de-

monstrated unanb iguouslY yet. Length is Èherefore a binarY

feature. Short vowels ... f -r.ongl , long vowel, "t. f *lorrg] .

tt]I.ryt'

the tense/1ax distinction has been extensively discussed

since the tine of Me1ville Be11 (1867). A feature like Tense

is clearly needed in nany phonological rules ' I'lhecher this

feature is truly also needed for contrasEive purposes is

not that obvious, and what phonecic mechanism controls the

feature seems to be a wide oPen question, judging from the

literature. The range of proposed correlates covers most

conceivable parameCers from ttmuscular energytt to Perceptual

"colour" dimensions. For a discussion of Ehe literature the

readerisreferredtoMiller(1974).I{hatismeantbya
tense/1ax distinccion is usually che kind of vowel qualicy

differences ÈhaE accompany long and short vowels in Euro-

pean languages like English' German, Swedish' Czech and

in some languages spoken in Indiar e'8' Kannada' The long

vonels here are Perceptually more peripherat and the

corresponding short vowels more centra1-ízed torcards a schwa'

In English tense vowels are al-so diphÈhongized'

!{hen tenseness could be predicted fron length in these

rrrr" f Tense-[ may not be needed on the sys-

tematic phonemic 1eve1. But because the vor¡e1 qualitY

sometimes is the prinary one (P' 28), we might lta¡rt to

keep Tense as a contrastive feature for phonetic reasons'
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There are also languages where Tense apparently is inde-
pendent of length. Hindi-Urdu apparently has tense-lax
contrastive differences without length differences (sedlak).
So does Friulian, also according to Sedlak
be independenr from ff,o"g] iÈ oust be incl
feature

. es f rens.] "r'
uded as a separate

The qualitative difference betr¡een Tense and Lax is
described as peripheral vs. central. There is no consistent
articulatoTy mechanism corresponding to this (Ladefoged et
a1. 1972) . Perceptual and acoustic relations correspond
quite we11. on an acoustic chart the lax vor¡e1s are inside
the tense vowels, on an axis to¡¡ara" .f e]. attf,o,rgh rhe
feature is better 'regarded as acoustic rather Ehan articu-
latory, there is no obvious single acoustic parameter that
exactly corresponds to thac axis. For laxing,!¡e could use
something like I'formant frequencies approaching F, = 5OO,
F, = 15OO, F3 = 25OO llzrr. It is ¡rorth srressing again here
that also from an ecoustic point of vier¡ Tense is not the
same as the feaÈure Expanded. Tenseness is on a central -
peripheral acoustic axis, while Expanded is on a vertical
(F- ) axisI

The feature of tenseness will be labellea.fferiptrerat]. ft
is a binary feature. So called rense vowels 

".. f*p.ripherall.
f-reriptrerarJ inside their f+reriptreral] counrer-

frequencies of 5OO, t5OO and

vowels are
parts approaching fornant
25OO Hz.

I{elaers (1973) reports a renarkable vo¡¡e1 systen for Dinka
with three phonetic degrees of centralization. But the three

-tdegrees ofl_ PeripheralJ are also accompanied by differences
ín length and phonation Èypee, so iÈ seems unlikely that
the peripheral - cenÈral differences are contrastive.
Besides' as some of the centrel - peripheral vo¡¡e1s in Dinka
are cont¡o11ed by differences in pharyngal síze (L. Jacobson,
'personal.communication) it is apparently not the feature
fferipfreral I that is involved bur rhe fearur. fn*p"na.a].
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Phonation t

Differences in phonation tyPes aûong vowels are ueually

non-conttastive. voiceless vowels occur in many languagee'

but always conditioned by gurrounding voiceless conaonant8'

ttindi vowels may be some¡,that breathy voiced fron precedíng

breatlry voiced consonanta. There are a few languages where

different stetes of the glotttt"tiå"å""trastive' Ladefoged

(1971) reports Gujerati contraãtã"võicea and breathy voiced

vowels, at least or¡ the systematíc phonetic level' Lango

contrests voiced and laryngealized vowels' Ladefogedrs fea-

rure isfcfott"f StrictureJ ¡¡ith nine possible categories'

Only two of these .":¡ 
"rooa.t.": 

t"t vowels '

It remains to t"rrtioo two features aPart fron þeripherad'
that do not seem to function to classify sounds into con-

trastive categories, but that are needed for correct speci-

fication of phonological processes' The feàturefCr""e] is

not coritrastive independently of other features' Grave vowels

are always back, and grave consonants are all classified

after their place of articulation' But labial and velar con-

sonants often function together as a c1ass, and interact

with back vowels. The common proPerty of grave sounds is an

acousÈic one: low sPectral energY'

As an example of this feature in phonological rules 1et us

cake a comparison between British and American English'

Both dialects have a vowel /ju:/ and a vowel /u:/, but the

Bricish llutl has become /uz/ í¡ some varieties of American

English in stressed syllab1es in the environment after dental

and alveolar consonants, but no! after labial and velar con-

sonants. Cf . Èhe American pro¡runciation of f$r .9Ig,, g!I'

f ew, view, muter cuter'gules; b,tt glEr Sr.gsgt jl}fllit

lute, nude, rude, lE, P.ry. This historical' sound change

is best described in terms of the feature Grave. The non-

grave lil r'ay disappear after a nongrave segment' but not

after a grave segment:
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[--vocalic I
l-"orr"oo..ra", I

[--u'"u" ]
-6 I f-gr.""] ---

Other examples of the use of this feature can be found in
Hyman (L972).

The secondttrulet'feaÈure occurs in Dinka. fJelmers (1973)
arranges Ehe Diika vowels in a systen like an eight spoke
r¡hee1 with the top spoke nissing:

ut
I

u

c

I

I

oooeee

õ

rlc

u

c

1

I
il
E

a
ll

a

a

v=
ilv=
v=

long brassy peripheral.
medium 1ong, breathy, somewhat centralized
very short, very centralized

Morphophonemic alt.ernations take
to I{elmers (1973:29):

place as follows according

"Alternations bet¡¿een noun singulars and plurals
appear to involve ¡0ost commonly a movement clock-
wise to the next spoke buÈ in the same position on
the spoke; that is if rhe singular tas /I/, the

ilIplural has /o/; if the singular lnas lol, the plural
has /ã/, "od so on i¡ntil if the singular ¡^s l'ål

ll ttthe plural has /i/; but if the síngular has líl there
is no change in the plural (since there is no spoke
in the next position clockwise). A less cornmon pat-
tern is precisely the reverse, with the alcernation
in the p1ural one spoke counter-clockr¡iee fron the
vo¡¡e1 of the singular; if the singular is on the /u/
spoke there is no change in the plural. Still otber
alternationa are one step in or out on the sa[e epoke:

-llIlol to lol, lal total, and rhe like.r'
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Alternations one step in or out on the same spoke could be

accounted for by the n-ary feature þrotral Stri"t.'r"]' nt'tt

Èhere is no feaÈure that could do the "around the clockt'

patterns. The underlying mechanism must be acousÈic, in

fact ic corresponds very well to the frequency of the

second formant, Fr. From any position on the spokes, going

clockwise or cour¡terclockwise there is a continuous change

of Fr. Thus we need a multivalued featuref- fr1. for Dinka

there are seven values. The feat,r."ffr]is associated with

thisrraround the clockrtvariaÈion, and it is different

from variation in ttbacknesstt in our framework.

List of features
F1

Fz - Ft
Round

Labial
Expand ed

Lowered F3, F4

Nasal
Long

Peripheral
Clottal Stricture

"Ru1e featuresrl
Grave

F2

Maximum contrasEs
(5, if o gl ide, fn. I )

(3 values)

(7)

Number of values

4

3

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

n
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Footnotes

In K. Williameonr s f ramework þtrict.r..f i." an n-ary
feature referring to the size of the passage between two
articulators, ranging fron complete closure to l¡ide
open (for lor¡ vo¡,re1s). rncl.udíng consonants and vor¡ers
in a single feature ís probably not correct.. At the
point r¡here the stricÈure changes from obstruent Èo
sonorant (i.e. to a glide) the phonetic correlate changes
from a bagically arÈiculatory to an acoustic mechanism.
As both stricture rules and vor¡el rules may invol.ve
glides, nhat we have is perhaps trro features Èhát over-
lap at the point of glides. If we regard glides as the
zero value for.each feature, we could also describe how,
when a weakening process results in glldes, the next
step is deletion of the whole segment. Glides are also
regarded as end points of the vo¡¡e1 space.

SÈricture 2 stops
1 fricatives
O glides

Fr.

The Dan vowels occur long and short. /æ:/ and lo:l
occur only as long vowels in the data from Bearth and
Zenp (1967).

tï
2

di spear
d! tree
do father
za judgnent

fi: unpleasant odour
r¡e: salt
ne: sleeping place
Itæ: to collect

bu

bo:
dc:
bo:

rotte
beetl.e
termite
helper
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3 According to Mohrlang (1971) Higi contrasts /l e a al
word finally and le e al word nedially. As the.phonetic
values of le e al are determined by the surrounding
consonants, Mohrlang analyses then all as phonenicalLy
central. It muct aiso be pointed out here that the
analysis of Iligi vowels is by no means ciearcut. I{oLff
(1959) analyses ltigi as a six vo¡¡el. systêrn:

1ÎU

oe

a

4. tewist transcription has been converted into that of IPA.
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Languages mentioned

Language

Abe
Abkhaz
Abuan
Acho 1 i
A4vge
Agwagwune
Akha
Albanian
Arab ic
Ateso
Bad ag a
Basque
B¡ôu
Chacobo
Chines e
Cz ech
Dan
Danish
Dho Luo
Dinka
E ng enn i.
English
E6toniån
Faroese
Fetfel
Finnish
French
Fr iul ian
German
Gujerati
Hig i
Itind i
Ilungar ian
Ice land ic
Igede
Iiç
Japane s e
Kab ard i an
Kalenj in
Kannada
Kasen
Kash¡níri
Kohumono
Lango
Lo tuko
Luganda
Mianka
Mixe

Ngemba
Ngwe

Class if t ion

Krra/Niger-Congo
Cauca s i an
B enu e-Congo / ni ger-Congo
.Eas tern Sudanic/Nilo-Saharan
Caucasian
B enu e-Congo /N i ge r-C ongo
Burmese-Lo 1o/ Sino-T ibetan
I ndo - Europ ean
Senitic/Afro-Asiatic
Eastern SudaniclNilo-Saharan
Dravidian
und e t ermined
Hon-Khmer /Aus t ro-AB iat ic
Tac.ana-Pano /Ge-pano-Car ib
Han-Chinese/ Sino-Tibetan
Slavic/Indo-European
Mande/Niger-Congo'Gernan íc / Ind o-European
Eastern Sudanic/Ní1o-Saharan
Eastern Sudanic/Nilo-Saharan
Kwa/Niger-Congo
Gernan i c/ Ind o-European
Uralic/Altaic
Ge rman i c / Indo -Europe an
Benue-Con go/N i ger-Congo
Uralic/Alraic
Ital ic/ Indo-European
Italic/Indo-European
German i e / Indo-European
Ind ic / Indo-European
Chadic/Afro-Asiatic
Indic/ Indo-European
Uralic/Altaic
Germani c / Indo-European
Kwa/Niger-Congo
Kwa/Niger-Congo
Japanes e-Ryukyuan/Al ta ic
Caucas ian
Eastern sudanic/Ni10-Saharan
Dravid ían
Gur / tt i g er -Cong o
Indo- Iranían/ Indo-Europeen
B enue-C ongo / N iger-C ongo
Eastern Sudânic/Ni1o-Saharan
Eas tern Sudanic/Ni1o-saharan
Ban tu / N ig er -Congo
Gur/Niger-Congo
no information - epoken in
Mexico
B enue -Congo / N ige r-Congo
B enue-Cong o / N iger-Congo
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Norwegian
Qgb ia
Påko t
Polish
Sele
Serbocroatian
Sisala
Swed i sh
libetan
Turk i sh
lwi/Akan
Udykh

Gernanic / Indo-Europe an
Benue-Congo / Niger-Congo
Eastern Sudanic/Nilo-Saharan
S 1 av i c / Ind o-Eu rope an
Kwa/Niger-Congo
Slavic/ Indo-European
Gur/Niger-Congo
Gernanic/ Indo-European
Sino-Tibetan
Turkic/Altaic
Kwa/Niger-Congo
Caucas ian
Kwa/Niger-Congo
Austro-Asiatic

Urhobo
Vietnamese
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TO REDI'CED VOI{EL HARUONY SISTEI{ST

Kay ÍJiLLiamson and Peter Ladefoged for
comDents on earlíer versione of thig

Proto-Kwa and other Proto-Niger-Congo languages are being
reôonstrn.ted nith a vowel system of five tongue-root
advanced vowels ¿nd five tongue-root-retracted vo¡¡e1g

(Stewart, 1971). There are modern Niger-Congo languagee
that still exhíbit a ten vowel systen, but most of then are
reduced to nine- or seve¡ì-volte1 systems, and in the caae of
most Lower Niger languages to eight-vowe.l systems. In this
paper I will consider some common patterns of reduction,
and attempt to provide a phonetic expJ.anation for these
patterns. the explanations involve predictions from a

theory that is developed independent from theories of vowel
production and phonological constrainÈs on vowel. systemst
namely acoustic perturba!ion theory. Because of the inde-
pendence of perturbation theory and theories of vowel sys-
tems the proposed explanation would bê a tt¡'eoretically
strong one, provided it also stands up to closer scrutiny.

PerturbaÈion theolyl h." t"""nt1y been applied to theories
of speech production to ansvter questions about the relation-
ships between articulatory configurátions and corresponding
formant frequencies. Ile can ask questions abouÈ these rela-
tionships from two angles, clther given a certain articula-
tory configuration and an articulatory change, what is the
acoustic effect? or given a certain point in a formant spsce,
and a certain formanÈ change., what articulatory configurationa
could have acconplished this? At the monent the first queation
has had the larger amount of research devoted to it, so the.
discussion here will be restricted to queetions of the first
type .
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In applying perturbation theory to vowel production, the
artÍculatory configuratioirB are described in terms of area
functions of the vocal tract. An area function rrdescribed

the crosa-sectioñal area of thé oto-pharyngal cavity as
measured perpendicularly to the longitudinal nidline of thig
cavity. This nÍd1íne runs from the glorris to the labial
oroÈice of the mouth." (öhman, Lg73.) the cross-aect.ional
areå at any point along the vocal tract is calculated f¡om
the saggital distance et the same point along the vocal
tract. Area functions of [r, i, a, u] are illustrated belor¡
(öhnan, L973, adapted fron Fant, t96O).

r¿

The abscissa shor¡s the distance from the glottis, the
ordinate the cross-séctional area. The curvea ehow appro-
ximate cross-aectíonal areas along the nidline from glottie
to lips. The vowef [c] is sinplified to a etraighr 1ine,
because Èhe foruant frequenciee of this sinple tube, closed
at one end and ope¡r at the other, a.re very regularly dis-
tributed. Fl, F2, and F, are 500 Hz, 1500 Hz, and 25OO l1z,
respectíve1y, for a.vocal tract length of 17 co. All other
vowels are regarded ae perturbations in different directione
from the t'neutralrt schwå. An algorithn heg been defined by

2 a

Glottlg Ltpa

I
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öhman for calculating the formant frequencies of Èhe conti-
nuoua cross-sectional area curves of vowels that devíate
fron schwa. The fornanÈ frequencies corresponding to such

deviation curves depend on whether Èhe deviation curve is
symmetric or antis mmeÈric about the nidpoint. The symmetry
of a curve is defined by taking the midpoint on the x-axis
(distance from the glottis) and look at how the t!ro parÈs
of the curve Èo the left end ri.ght of the uridpoinÈ relate
Lo eech other. In a symmeÈric deviation curve the right.
parÈ of the curve is a positive mirror image of the left
parÈ. If folded in half along a line midway from the glottis
to the lips the right and left parts ¡¡ould cover each other.
The devíation curve of þl has a st!ong tendency to symmatr)¡

In an anÈisymmeEric curve the righc half is negative mirror
image of the lefE ha1f. Both [il ."a ["1
deviacion curves.

have anÈisyrnmetric

Calculation of formant frequencies of a vocal tract tube
with ninimal terminaÈion inpedance (i.e. unrounded lips)
deEonstraCes tero inEeresting facts. Firstly, any perturbaÈion
of such a vocaL Èract where the deviation curve is symmetric
about the mídpoint will have no acoustic effect on any of
the fornant frequencies. Secondly, the largegt acousÈic
effe.cts in such a vocal Èract tube r¿i11 be achieved by such
percurbation of Ehe vocal Èracc of schwa as result in devia-
tion curves that are antisymuretric abouÈ the nidpoint. In
other words, moving the fronÈ of Èhe tongue and the tongue-
root in Ëhe same direcrion in relation to the roof of the
mouth and the back pharynlaI wa11 r¡i1l have no acousÈic
effect, as long as thère is no liprounding. Given Èhe same

1íp condition, large acoustic differences will be obtained
by noving the tongue body and tongue-root ir 5!!!!g.'11
directions in relation to the roof of the mouth and the back
pharynga.l wa11. Notice at this point that in going fron i
to l_a] (where þ] i" taken to be a 1ow vowel nidway betr¡een
cardinal [a] and[o] I, the articulatory configurations are
nainly antieymoetric. So for conditions with closure at the
glottis and no inpedance at the lips the most efficient way
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to very formant frequencies (i.e. voeel qualities) corre-
sponds precisely to that of the so called front vo¡¡e1s.

Conditions nith higher irnpedance aÈ the lips (i.e. rounded
or closed lips) have not been worked out in any detail. But
it is kno¡¡n Èhat if a tube is terminated !rith a constriction
providing å considerable impedance, then synneiric perturbâ-
tions do affect foruant frequencíes.
It is, however, north pointing out that back vowels that are
bacically rounded, also have their main constriction around
the nidpoint of the vocal tract, so that their vocal tract
configurations tend to be synmetric. Apparently, the most
efficient nay to vary vowel qualities with rounded lips is
by means of synnetiic confÍgurations2.

lle are now in a position to discuss real vowel systems.
following is an attempt to explain some common patterns
vor¡el nergings Èhat occur in Ni.ger-Congo languages with
tongue root harmony.

The

of

One conmon pattern in these languages is that the vowels /i/
and le/, and /u/ a¡d, lo/ have roerged, so thåc an earlier nine
vowel syste¡[ has become a seven vowel sysÈen.. It is inter-
esting to note that these sound changes seem to start túith
the merging of the tno front unrounded vor¿e1s. We find lan-
gueges t.oday where these two front vo¡¡els haVe merged, or
are merging, but the back rounded ones are not. Akan
constitutes an example of a language r¡here /íl and lel
are in the process of nerging, but there is rro rign of. /tl
and lo/ nerging. Figure I is a typical fornant f."q,r"r,"y'
chart of eight Akan vor¡e1s (lal is ercluded). The volgels
nere pronounced in ehort utterances by one speaker, and
each utterance repeated fiye times. There is conplete ove!-
lap of the tormant frequencies of /i/ and 1el. the corre-
aponding back vowels ltl and lol ".å k"pa acougrically
separate. hy the gecond'formant. It is north noticing here
that ín Akan /i1 and lel do.noL seeo to contrast in steps,
whÍle /u/ and iol ¿o
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Figure 2 shows typical. tongue shapes of. lí/ and /el super-
inposed on each other, ãnd of /t/ a:nd lo/ superínposed on

each other. Note thaÈ the highest point of the tongue in
Èhe vowels I il ana Iul whích are traditionally cal1ed highL.J L.J
vowels, is ãuch the sàme as it is in the vowel" ["J ana [o],
which are traditionally ca11ed mid vowels. ALthough the
-tóngue-shapes of /i/ a¡d /e/, and of lu/ and /o/ differ in
very much the same nay, the correspondíng acoustic effects
do not differ in the same way. The lack of a one-to-one
correspondence betr{een articulatory configurations and

acoust.ic results is of course well known, and the more

interesting question is the specifi.cation of what kinds of
tongue shapes resulÈ in the same formant frequencies, and

what kinds result in different formant frequencies. The

phonologically urid /e/ a¡d /ol }:.ave an advanced tongue-root,
and thus a larger pharyngal cavity thãn the phonologically
hieh /i/ and /u/. the níd /e/ a¡d /o/ also have a 1o¡¡er

fronÈ of the tongue, and thus a larger mouth cavity than
the hígh /i/ and /u/. noth halves of the vocal tract tube
are larger ín the mid vowels than in the high vo¡¡e1s. In
other words, both /í/ and /e/, ar.d /u/ a¡d ls/ ate produced
by perturbing Ehe neucral schwa in such a rray that the de-
viation curves are symmetric about the nidpoint. This fact
now provides an explanation as to uthy /i/ and /e/ should
merge, buË not /u/ end, lol, as perturbation Èheory predicts
Èhat symmetric devíation curves will not differ as to
formanÈ frequencies for unrounded 1ip conditions, but will
for rounded vor¿e1s. The deviation curves of all four vor¡-
els are symmetric, buÈ only /i/ and le/ ate unrounded.
Therefore /í/ artd /e/ pred,íctably have the same formant
frequencies, while those of /u/ and /o/ differ because of
the 1ip-rounding. Naturally, vocal tract shapes from real
speakers r¡Í11 not be perfectly symmetric about the nidpoint.
In this case the high and mid vowels are approximately
synmetríc, and the acoustic effect is overlapping of Èhe

formant frequencies for the unrounded vowelg, and non-over-
lapping for the rounded ones.
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By relatíng the independently developed perturbation theory
to phonetics the merging of líl a¡d lel has now been provided
¡¡ith an explanation that doea not require the use of adhoc
concepts like rrmarked - unmarkedrt, and the 1ike. I propose
that in all those Niger-Congo languages where líl a¡d lel
have merged, or are in the process of nergi.rg, ah" reaaona
are not to be found in looking for the tongue shapes.beconing
the same, but the expLanation for the merging has an acoustic
basie. Because of their both having synnetrÍc tongue shapee
they become acoustically the same, and are therefore Btarting
to be perceived as the rtsamert vo¡¡el.

So why do earlier nine-vowel systems Eoatly become seven
vo¡¡el systems by also nerging /ul and /ol Later, and not juat
eight vowel systems? I have ,ro .r"..a explanation f or this,
but I suggest that once /i/ and lel overLap acousticaLly,
this r¡i11 .create a structural pressure tor¡ards making the
systems symmetric agaín by nerging Ëhe corresponding back
vowels. It is a fact that Niger-Congo vor¡e1 systems !rith
harmony have a strong Èendency towards symmetly. To suo up:
a common development from a nine vowel system to a seven
vowel system starts b'y unconditional nerging ot lil and lel
for acoustic reasons, Èhen /ul and /ol metge for reasons of
structurai pressure towards "yrr"ar".

When the tongue-loot, mechanisn is involved in vorùe1 produc-
tion there is of course a very good possibility that /i/ and
/e/ wíL1 be articulated with synnetric tongu" 

"h.p." 
.rrd

therefore merge, as has happened in many Níger-Congo lan-
guages. But there is ãnother possibility. The vo¡seLs líl
a¡d /el will nerge, unless the pressures of communication
within the language act to prevent this from happening. If a

speaker rùants to keep these two vowels distinet, he can
easily do so by changing the tongue shape of /el to a more
assyrnmetric shape. This can be accomplished by the follo¡r-
ing strategies: just lowering the front of the tongue, or
just retracting the tongue root, or cornbining thi two
gestures. Iû the first and third caae the acoustic effect
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is an increase of Fr. Published sources do not shor hor a

pharyngal decrea¡e by itself sould affect ßhe foro¿nt
frequencies, but it see¡s likely that it rrould have the same

effect, namely an increage of Fr. So shatever adjustnent
tosards an asyDDetric tongue shape a speaker choogesr the

effect sill be vowel lorering, and lel becouing nore [e]-fif."
in quality. It uight even merge r¡ith /e/

A3 there is no problen in keeping the rounded vosels sith
syuoetric shapes separate, one would exPect lul, ltl, lol
a¡d lol to stay intact.

The pattern discuesed above, where líl a¡d /e/ are kept

separete, but /e/ has oerged, or is merging, with lel, ís

exhibited by the develoPment from Proto-Lor¡er Niger to

modern Lower Niger (Ilillianson, 1975). llost dialects of Igbo

have an eight voweL systeu that is considered to be curi-

ous 1y skewed :

"Ltl

K. S¡illiamson (f975) posits a Èen vowel system in Proto-Lor¡er
Niger. The Onitsha dialect of Igbo has Ëhe same phonological

eight vowel system as most dialects of Igbo, but it has

phonetically a nine-vowel system¡

e o

tel
a

is real ized "" [e] berore
elger¡here. l,fosÈ dialects of

in terms of

I

o

u

o

l.

a

u1

u1

e and [e] a" not contraetz lel
tongu.ere t rac ted vor¡el s , as [e]
Igbo and the Onitsha dialect can be interpreted
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the above discussion. If Igbo'/í/ a¡d,'le/ are to be kept
separete, the Èongue shape of. /el must become mo!e asynmet-
ric. The distribution of,þ] ana [C] in Onirsha indicates
that these speakers have chosen to retract the tongue root
of. /e/ as Èhe particular strategy for rnaking /e/ nore dif-
ferent f.rom /í/ . In another dialect of lgbo, namely the
U¡iuchu dialect, where radiographic evidenêê is available
(Lindau, forthcoming), it is clear that the speaker has
lovrered le/ by lowering the body of the tongue buc retaining
the tongue root distinction. (See figure 3.) At an earlier
stage in the developnent from Proto-Loner Niger to todaytB
Lower Niger languages the tongue-root advanced /a/ nerged
utíth /a/ (as in Onitsha) or wítin /e/ (as in lka). As ex-
pected from pertufbaCion theory these unconditioned mergers
have affected only unrounded vowels, while the rounded
vowels remain unaffected

Looking at the Igbo vowel sysÈem in the light of perturba-
Èion theory thus explaÍns the apparenÈ1y rrunnaturalrr skew-
ness as a quite naÈura1 system, arising from an original
"desireI to keep / í/ a¡d /e/ aisÈinct, rsithour naking /e/
'thigher' than /i/.

Notes

the follor¡ing description of perturbation theory is
summarized from öhman (1973).

There is as far as I know no evidenee of what happens
with rounded lips and antísymmetric tongueshapes.-It
is worth noting however, that front rounded vol¡els do
differ acousticall.y, but the acoustÍc space of the
front rounded vowels is considerably smallerlthan that
of the front unrounded

I

2
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THE WEAKNESSES IF THE TONGUE-ABCHING MODEL IF VOWEL ARTICI.I-ATTON

Sidney Wood

SUMMARY

Published X-ray tracings of vowel articulations are examined in the

light of criticisms made against the tongue-arching model during the past

70 years. This corroborates the charges made against the model of fa.iling
to prescribe tongue position correctly. The impti.cations of this failure
are discussed. The constancy of vocal tract configurati.ons, compared with

the ambiguity of tongue arch position, points to a more suitable type of

model for vowel articulation in which j"ndivídual- gestures combine to
shape the vocal cavities to the resonator configurations appropriate to
the sound quality.
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INTRODUCTTON

The two-dimensional tongue-arching model has provided the predominant

theoretical vowel articulation framewor* for phonetics and .phonology

during the past 10O years. There was never any real opportunity to te;t
the physiological basis of the model before the introduction of radiology
at the turn of the century provided the first means of lnvestigating
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tongue positions and vocal tract configurations. Since then, a number

of unexpected tongue positions have reguJ-arly been reported for some

vowels, which raj,ses serious doubts as to the predictive capability
of the model. The folLowing report contains an examination of 38 sets
of X-ray profiles (published during the past half century or so), Ln

order .to ascertain hqw widespread and serious the apparently anomalous

tongue arch positions might be. This is foÌlowed by a discussion of the

impl"ications of the results. Such anomali.es need not necessarily be

serious for phonetic theory - it might suffi.ce to revise minor details
of model di:sign. However, current knowledge of vocal tract acoustics and

the neuromotor Level of speech production show respectively that the

expLanatory Þower and Þhysioloqical foundation of the model- are al-so

very weak.'The sum of these weaknesses is that the representation of
vorel articulation provided by the model is not only inaccurate but also
j.rrelevant to the processes of speech production. The model has consti-
tuted an unnecessarily weak link in current linguistic theory.

The main reason for the survival of the tongue-archi.ng model to the
present day has been the absence of a substitute articulatory mode1.

Exanination of the published traci-ngs indicates that the vocal- tract con-
figuration is more constant than the tongue arch position. This matches

the known regularity of spectral character. From this f concLude that
the speaker is striving to create a definite target resonator shape

appropriate to the intended qualj-ty and that it is reasonabLe to expect
similar regularity at the articulatory and neuromotor stages. This
provides a framework for a substitute model in which articulatory
gt=turc., with known neuromotor activity, combine to create speclfi-c
resonator shapes with known resonance properties. Since such u .odeì iu
a more effective i-nstrument of predì.ction and expÌanation, i.t will yield
more realistic phonetic solutions to phonological problems. Phonology

has therefore much to gain from adopting such a model in place of the

tongue-arching model.

There has always been a school of phonetics during this same period

that has expressed scepticism over some or all of the attempts to
describe speech in articulatoiy terms of any sort. Its adherents have

instead emphasized that speech communication ì.s possible because definite
sound qualities are heard and understood by a listener. They have there-
fore insÍsted that speech should be described in acoustic or perceptual
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terms. some, especi-al.]y towards the end of, the 19th century when there

was bj,tter rivaLry between "acoustic" and "organic" schooÌs, wj-shed to

shun articulation altogether. Others have since then continued to dis-

regard articulation on the grounds that a speaker can utter a sound in

a variety of ways, this ineonstancy providing an apparent proof of the

irrelevance of articul-at5.on. However, articul-ation is undeniably a

necessary stage in the speech chain that merits descripti.on not only

for its own sake but also because it j-s an indispensable link in speech

communication between speaker and fistener. Phonetics requires a compre-

hensive account of speech production and not a one-sided description

restricted to any single phase of speech communj-cation.

THE HISTOBICAL BACKGROUND

The tongue-arching modeJ- portrayed vowel articulation in terms of two

dimensions, the vertical and horizontal movement of the top of the tongue

hump, by which vowel-s coul,d be located in a Cartesian coordinate system

(or, -= D. Jones put it ItsoZ: 5 151], "by means of a system similar to

the l-atituiJe and longitude principl-e used in geography"). Each vowel- was

sai-d to have its own tongue position coordinates in the high/Iow and

front/back dimensions, and a complete vowel system appeared as a polygon

whose shaÞe was characteristic for that language. ft seemed perfectl-y

natural lo ol-scuss vowe.L sys[eflls ln gcurrle Ll ledl Lsl rrrs uy ] El c¡ i'rr rg LU

the spatial relationships between points in the polygon. Other articul-a-
tory variables were often disregarded in the simpJ.e two-dimensional

portrayal since they were said to be correlated with tongue arch coordi-

nates for positions in the vowel polygon - for example, rounded front

vowels have been descrlbed as "slightl-y retracted" relative to their
unrounded counterparts, Iax vowels "centralized" relative to the corre-

sponding tense voweLs, and so on..

Prior to the introduction of the tongue-arching model (in fact, ever

since antiquity) vowel production had been understood in terms of three

distinct tongue gestures (aimed at the pharynx, hard palate or velumJt

jaw opening and lip positj.on. These gestures could easily be seen but in
the absence of adequate acoustic theory their spectral consequences coufd

not be properLy understood or even known. 
l The mio-19th century philol-

ogists and Christian missionaries, handicapped by their limited knowledge
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of vocal tract acoustics and by the impossibility of making quantitatÍve
investigations of internal articul-ation, had found it increasingly
difficult to account for finer distinctions of vowel quallty or to acco-
modate the unfamiliar vowel qualiti.es that were being discovered in the
languages of the world. The new tongue-arching model appeared far more

attractive and superseded the ancient model during the second half of
the 19th century. For some reasonr,it also gained the reputation of being
more scientific than the ancient rnodel. The new model was almost univer-
sally adopted by the new movements that dominated work in phonetics
towards the end of the century - the neogrammarians, the language teach-
ing reformers and the IPA - and while sone controversy between supporters
of the rival schools still lingered on, the ancient model hardly sur¡rived
into the present century apart from newer editions of earlier works.
Helmholtz ( teæ) had referred to the ancient model, and his book reap-
peared in a 6th edition in 1913. The same model was preferred by the
laryngologist Gutzmann for his speech handbook ( 1SOS) ana he still
retained it in the 2nd edition in 1929. Russel ( tgZA) founa that the
ancient model gave a better picture of vowel articulation and the shaping
of the vocal cavities (although above a1l.he preferred to describe
vowels by their acoustic and impressionistic characteristlcs). But among

phoneticians and phonologists, the ancient model was already lost.
There is a fundamental conceptual di.fference between the two types

of model regarding tongue movement between front and back. The ancient
model recogni-zed distinct pharyngeal, palatal and velar gestures. fn
the early years of the 19th century it was common to portray the ancient
model in the form of a tree (n.b. not a triangle) with velar and paratal
series branching off from the basic pharyngeal configuration, in simpli-
fied form thus:

rn practice, the tree was augmented with additional branches for rounded
palatals and plain verars. contrary to widely held belief, the insertion
of these brances between those depicted above never implÍed intermediate

t
tongue positions-. rn contrast, the tongue was alrowed free movement ln
any direction in the tongue-arching model and, in particular, the tongue
hump was said to occupy any position along the front/back axls. The pos-
sibility of intermediate tongue positions between front and back was

a

a

o

u
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expÌicit. BeIl ( 186?) recounted how, after a sleepless night spent

puzzling over the articulation of the vowel of gilt he came upon the

idea of the tongue not only rising up to the hard and soft palates but

al-so centrally between them. At a stroke of the imaginatlon he created

a whole new series of vacant matrix cells for the "difficult" vowels.

This invention was revol-utionary. The next step - to envisage the

front/back axj-s as a contj-nuum with any number of positions - was easy,

An essential- component of the tongue-arching model was this division of

the horizontal axis into at least three positions. Many phonetici-anst

believingin a concept of continuous advancement or retraction, claimed

that smatl horizontal adjustments of tongue position yiel-ded modj-fied

vowel qualities. They spoke of an "advanced" [i] or a "retracted" [t],
for example. It was thls feature - alien to the ancient model - that
made it so attractive in the 19th century, providing a seeminglY simple

tool for describing finer or unusual- contrasts of vowels.

Al.;Lenrpts were made to relate the tongue arch positions to the vowel

s¡ectrum. ft was formerly beLieved that the top of the tongue arch was

the limit of a buchaL cavity in which a characteristj-c vowel resonance

was formed, and later that the arch constituted a neck between a buchal

cavity and a pharyngeal cavity, each with its own resonance. The role
of varying tongue height and retraction was said to be to vary the

volume, and herìce the resonance, of the buchal cavity. Now that the

acoustics of the vocal tract are better understood and the source--filter
theory generalÌy accepted ICnina and Kajiyama I 1941i Stevens and House,

1955, 'i96'¡; Fant, 1960) we have Ìearnt that this ro1Ë attributed to the

tongue arch was a misconeeption. The location of the top of the tongue

arch below the palate is onty indirectly (and not always predictably)

refated to the confì-guration of the vocal- cavities and the true place

of narnowing .in the vocal- tract (cf . Fant, 1960: $$ 232t 2.33). The true
place of narrowing can theoretically occur at any point along the vocal

tract although in practice it occurs at one of four - aJ-ong the hard

palate, along the soft palatg in the upper pharynx and in the lower
phuryn*3.

The tongue-arching representation of vowel articulation was..never

confirmed - on the contrary, it was discredited in one of the first
genuine opportunities for testing its validity (Meyer, 191O). From the
1860s until the introduction of radiology at the turn of the century
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there had been no means available for observing or measuri-ng the shapes,

positions and sizes of the internal articuLators and cavities, apart from

palatography or the mirror and probe. The arti.culatory hypothesis under-

lying the tongue-archj-ng model was refutabl-e in principle but in reality
the.means for testing it were not available for a further three or four
decades. Grandgent ( tgSO) had devised a novel method of fitting different
sized discs into various parts of the vocal- tract to measure j.ts cross-
section and the overall picture he obtained of the cavities was remark-
ably good. In particular he was one of the first to point out how the
back of the tongue falls away sharpì.y in paJ-atal vowe).s, leaving à far
ì.arger pharyngeal cavity than anyone had hitherto reckoned with. For

comparison, the speech physiol,ogist Brückers (teSA) profiles, based on

anatomical sections, had a distinctly bulging pharyngeal tongue outline
for [ij. But the numerous repetitions of a vowel articulation necessary

for Grandgentr s method meant that his measurements were very coarse

and concealed differences of tongue arch position smaller than a milli-
metre or so. They did not therefore show up the anornalous tongue heights
that were later reported from X-ray ì-nvestigations. Atkinson ( tase) naa

used a similar probing method. Even more ingeni.ous was Meyerts plasto-
palatographic method ( lSlO) i-n which fine strips of metal foil suspended

from a false palate were deformed by the tongue so that they retained
an imprint of its contour. Meyer found that the tongue was lower for
"Iax" ftf than for 'rtense" /é/ (eer^an, Dutch and Swedish informants)
contrary to expectations and contradicting the predictions of the tongue-
arching model. Meyer published these results in the Festschrift honouring
Vietor, wno ( tStA] agreed that they showed earLier notions about tongue

articulation to have been largely erroneous. Vietor announced hj-s inten-
tion of altering his popular textbooks of phonetics but he never did so.

Chlumsky (lStC) received Meyerrs work with caution. fn particular he

was unable to obtain good results with the plastopaJ-atographic method.

The first X-ray i-nspection had been performed just before the turn of
the century as soon as the new invention had become available (Scheier,
1909) and a little later it had become possible to photograpFì the image

and thereby conserve a more faj-thful and accurate reproductj-on (Meyer,

t90?). These authors had investigated tense German vowels, and the omis-
sion of the lax vowels meant they had no opportunity to observe the un-
expected /-" - t/ tongue height 'iinversion" subsequently discovered by
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Meyer. Kruisinger ( lSZs) noted that "high" /1/ ano "nid" féf were

equally "hlgh" on Meyerrs radiograrns. Russel (1SZA) took his first radio-
grams in order to demonstrate to his students the tongue-arching mode1,

but failed to obtain a set of tongue positions that were convincing

enough for the purpose. After taking several thousand radiograms from

over 4O0 subjects, he concluded instead that the model was fallaceous.

In addition to the Ir - "] 
height j.nversi.on, Russel observed tnat [o]

was often lower than [a]. He availed himself of every possible opportu-

nity to attack the model, e.s. (1935). 0n the other hand, Carmodyrs

( 1SSZ) faith in the model was not shaken by the irregular tongue arch

posÍtions he had discovered j-n Holbrook's sets of radiograms (for

exarnple, that "low back vowels depend mostly on lip position for their

distinctive quality and so must be merged into a vague fieid which bounds

thëir variations", and again, that "Englishrl is too variable to locate

without further material since in our two tracings it fal1s once insidg

the quarJrilateral and once direstly behind ott). He found i-t meaningful

to superimpose tongue arch diagrams for dj-fferent speakers and languages

and to describe the differences in terms of advancement-retraction and

raising-Iowering. He dismi-ssed critj.cism of the model as coming ,unfor¡

tunately from teachers acquainted with phonetics only at second handr'.

f wonder'what Russel, whom he had named, said to that. On the other

hand, Busselrs own references to dogmatic acceptance of'Unproved theories

founded on fantasy" and to "philologists and others unacquâinted with

scientific phonetics" doubtless aì"so upset many scholars i.n the 192Os

and 193Os. Nevertheless, Lateral profile radiograms of the vocal tract

did frequently seem to reveal tongue arch positions that were confusing

rather than enlightening wi.th reference to the tongue-arching model.

Many investigators must have experienced misgivings if not direct disap-

pointment over puzzling X-ray results after all the troubler expense

and (not least) dangers involved in their work.

Much of the criticism of the tongue-arching model in the 19th century

was internal and was concerned with the definition of features and the

correct featurF specifications of particular vowels or with the design

of the model. For example, BelI classifled the vowel of English.E! a"

"Iow-front-nanow" while Ellis, Sweet and Storm preferred 'rmid-front-
wLde". There was controvBrsy towards the end of the 19th òentury as to

whethEr "hei.ght" referred to the mandible (the traditional view) or the
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tongue (the new view, referring to internal resonator configuratíon).
Not until very recently (LinUÞlom and Sundberg, 19?1) have the indi-
viduaf contributions of the Jaw-openlng and tongue elevation been

assessed separately.
At the same time, there was external opposition, especiaily from

thosé who insisted that since speech consisted of sounds it should only
be described in acoustic or auditory terms. Lloyd ( 1890) deplored the
hostile rivalry and mutual disregard between the "organic" and "acoustÍctt
schools. He pleaded "it is evident to e dispassionate observer that
there is here no true place for partisanship, that nelther line of
investigation ought ri.ghtly to exclude or overlook the other, but that
each j.s necessary to the otherrs completeness". The supposed phvsioltgi-
caI foundati-on of the model was undermined by Meyerr s work in the fírst
decade of the present century and finally destroydd by Russelts in the

192Os and 193'0s. In the 1940s there came a new attack from a different
angle. Joos (lsqe: $$2.¡S, 2.36) insisted that those phoneticians who

beLieved they could feel the tongue'positions by some kinesthetic sense

were the victims of self-deception. They were rea1ly judging the vowels'
by auditory impressions. A similar conviction had already been expressed

by Bussel, but Joos had spectral evidence to strengthen this view.

Judgments of height are usually related to the frequency of the fír:st
formant and judgments of advancement-retraction to the frequency of the
second formant. Further confirmation has been provided by the experi-
ments of Ladefoged (t9ti?: cnapt. ZJ.

Although the tongue-arching model has been discredited for more than
half a centuryr'it has never been completely disavowed. ft still occupies
a central position in phonetic theory, both for teaching and research
as well as for phonology, as a glance through the phonetics and linguis-
tics rnanuals and journals will show. But Meyerrs and Russelrs results
were embarrasing and the reactions varied. Meyerrs own solution to the
crisis was a proposal that rrtense" and rrlax" vowels differ in vscal fold
presure and in air flow (tStS). Chlumsky (tStA) was critical and the
idea was hardly taken seriously by other phoneticians. A rare exception
was a philologist and master at the fmperial High School of Zaborze,
M. Leky, who while on war service completed a treatise on phonetics
in which airflow variation is given a central rofe (t9tZ).

Many, Iike Kruisinga,(tsZs) or Russel (rsZe), held that the acoustio
schoolts lmpressionistlc analysis of speech was the better way. It
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seemed that there was a far greater constancy 1n the spectraL character

of speech than Ín articulation. Many held that articulation, seemingly

so variable, was irrelevant in contrast to the spectral constancy. This

coincided with the advances in design of spectro-analysers and other

acoustic instrúments [Joos, 1948; Fant, 1958) and a new and hitherto
largely unexplored field was opened up to deterîine the spectral charac-

ter of speech segments fqr many l-anguages and to discover the acoustio

contrasts and cues preferred by listeners.
0thers, either sceptical and preferríng to wait and seer or wanting

for something better, retained the tongue-arching modeL. Jespersenr in
later editions of his phonetics handbook, faithfully reported the anoma-

lous tongue heights found by Meyer and observed that vowel tireory had

blen shaken. But hesitated to draw the consequences because of the

subjectively felt affinitv ot [i] to. [r] anu [e] to [e] and he therefore

retained the traditio¡al view: rrtlnd wenn ich trotz al1er Annerkennung

von Meyers vorzüglicher Arbeit auch in dieser Ausgabe 1m wesentlichen

die alte Lehre festgehelten habe, geschiet dies, weil m.E. der über-

einstimmenden subjektiven Abschätzung vieJ.er Beobachter auf Grund überaus

zahlreioher Warnehmungen ein grosser ti/ert beizumessen ist'r. He hoped

further investigatii:ns would be made and suggested that the behaviour

of the dorsum of the tongue would turn out to be more important than

the front for vowel articulation. Many phoneticians doubted whether

experimental design and methods had been satisfactory. Chlumsky ( tStS)

failed to reproduce Meyérrs plastopalatographic results. Others feared

that contrast chains and sustained utterances distorted the articulation
of X-ray subjects, despite the assurances of practitioners like.Russel
( tsze) or Gutzmann ( fsso), or public demonstrations by S. .tones ( tszs)
who pronounced the name of the ll/elsh village Llanfairpwllgwvngvllgr
qerychwyrndrobwllllantiqll!Fgosoch with one siiver chain along the

tongue and another thorugh. the nose and down over the velum. Meyerrrs

results were rarely mentioned in other phonetics handbooks.4 The model

continued to enjoy popular acceptance.

Many have continued to rely on the model simpl.y because it has

provided a convenient abstract classificatlon system fulfilling a

forernost requirement of linguisti.cs during thfs perlod however shaky

the model of production on which the classifylng features have been

based. Any other set of features would have served equa1J.y weL1. Classi-
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fication is an example of the l-owest level of measurement, the nominal

scale, where one-to-one transformatj.ons of the classi.fying labeLs are

permissible. An abstract classifying system is consequently not af-
fected by any errors of fact regarding speech production províding

the .categories remain intact. Scholars, whose only requi"rement has been

for a classification system, have been able to contl.nue, deaf to the

theoreticaL crisis surrounding tongue articulation
One reason for the retention of the tongue-arching model has been

the lack of a substitute. Even recently, Ladefoged (t9?t¡ cfrapt. 8),
after recognízing that the terms of the tongue-archi-ng model are often

not in accord with the physiological facts and that "it is difficult
to understand how phoneticians could persíst in considering that the

traditional articulatory categories provide an adequate specification
of vowelstt, has nevertheless once again retained the tongue-arching

model in an elementary text book. He added the reservation that "in de-

scriptions of vowels, although a pseudo-articulatory terminology may

provide an adequate set of labels for auditory descriptions, we have

seen that we do not haver as yet, a set of articulatory parameters which

will specify vowel quality". In the purely acoustic tradition of pho-

netics, Russel had suggested a set of impressionistic features for
describing vowel qualities. Similarly, there are the acoustíc þeatures

of Jakobson et al. (1952) based on the spectral- character of speech

segments. The simplest acoustic alternative has been à one-to-one

substitution of falling F1 for "height'r judgments and falling F, for

"retraction". judgments (Joos, 1948¡ Deì-attre, 1951) or falling Fr-F,
difference for t'ret4action (Ladefoged et al. 19?1a), But for articulation,
the ancient model displaced by the tongue-arching model belonged ire-
trievebly to the unscientj-fic past. Yet it is interesting to note that
three of the acoustically relevant constriction locations i-n the vocal

tract coincide with the three tongue gestures ofthe ancient model

(pharyngeal, pafatal and velar), showing the latter to have been a

sounder view of vowel articulation than its 19th century opponents in
the tongue-arching school were prepared to admit. There has been a

slender tradition among acoustics theorists from Helmholtz through

Paget and Bussel to Chiba, KaJiyama, Stevens, House and Fant on which

an alternative to tñe tongue-arching nodel may be based.
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EXAIúINATION F PUBLISHED X-BAY ÍRACINGS

Methods and ,material

I have examined 38 sets of X-ray tracings oF vowel articulations from

1S different languages (published during the past half century of so)

j_n order to discover how widespread and serious the irregular tongue

arch positions might be. If the anomalies are rare' they may be looked

upon as accidentally deviant arti-cuLations that can be disregarded' If

they- occur more frequently; it will be necessary to consider just how

misleading the tongue-arching model might be and to weigh the implica-

tions for PhonoIogY.

I have Eollected the following setsr whose authors covered a wide

range of interests such as language teaching, linguistics theory, dialec-

tology, acoustics, speech therapy, Iaryngology and so on:

Meyer (190?), German; Scheier (fsos), German¡ Polland and Hála

( fszo), Czeck; Parmenter and Treviño ( ls:z), Spani-sh¡ Carmody

Ifsso), Holbrookrs German; Carmody (fssz), Holbrookrs French (3),

Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Am. English (Z), S. Br. English,

Russian, Pofish¡ Chlumsky et al. (fssa), French; Sovijärvi (tSee)t

Finnish¡ Ghiba and Kajiyama (fS¿tJ, Japanese, German; Mazlovà

( rsas), Zábfeh dialect of Czeck; ohnesorg and Svarny ( tsss) t

Chinese [3); SkaliÈkova (tsSS), Korean; Koneczna and Zawadowski

(rgss), Russian (4)¡ t<orlén and Malmberg (tsss), strengerrs

German¡ Strenger, Swedish; Há1a (1959), S. Br. English; fant (1SOO),

Russian¡ Wäng1er (rgof), German; Malmberg (tseo1, Strengerrs

Spanish¡ Perkell (fsos), Am. English; Perkell (lszl), Am' English;

Pétursson (lgzc), Icelandic.

Each tracing has been photographed and enlarged to natural size. The

tracings have been reproduced to a scale that provides overall vocal

tract lengths in the'range 15-19 cms (depending on the vowel) for male

speakers and somewhat shorter for female speakers. comparison of such

features as cervicle.segments, incisors and mandj-b1e, maxi-Ila and hyoid

bones ensured that all articulations in one set were reproduced to the

same scale.
some authors warned that it would be impossible to superimpose their

tracings for comparison owing to distortion arislng from different points
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of aim of the X-ray beam. After normalizing the scare of reproduction,
r have hardly found this to be so. Differences between the rerative
sizes of the .hard features on successive exposures are rareÌy larger
than would be expected from simpre random tracing errors. Distortion
errors wourd not seem to be a major component of the total experirnerrtal
error. 0n the other hand, tracings i.n some of the sets certai-nly cannot
be superimposed exactly in the form published because their authors
had used a di-fferent scare of reproduction for each separate picture.

I have used the vocal_ tract area function as a model for cavity
configuration, the vor-ume of a section of the tract being proportional
to the cross-section area oF that secti-on. Distances across the vocaf
tract measured on the tracings have been transformed into cross-secti.'
areas accordi-ng to two functions published by sundberg ( rseg) ror trre
palatal regj-on and for the upper pharyngeal- region. Sundbergrs pharyn_
geal cross-distance/cross-area functions differ from others (Fant, 1g60,
Ladefoged et al. | 19?1). He argues that the side walls of the pharynx
are drawn i-nwards when the cross-distance exceeds about 2s mm wlth the
result that further sagi.ttal widening of the pharynx produces a net
reduction in the cross-area. The same procedure was foll-owed by Lindbrom
and sundberg (1.9ll) except that this effect was not r¡bserved in the
lower pharynx and they therefore used two functions flor the pharyngeal
regionr one for above the epigJ"ottis and one for the remainder. Folrowing
their example, r have also used a third iunction for the lower pharynx
derived from data published by Fant (tsoo). The areas and lengths of the
1ip sections have been estimated with the help of the procedures and
data given by Li-ndblom and Sundberg (lSlt),

Flegardlng the history of speech radiography and techni-car procedures,
there are two comprehensj-ve surveys, l\rlacMil1an and Keleman (1SSZ) anO
simon (196t). stanoard sources of technicar- procedures for phoneticians
i-n recent decades have been subtelny et al. ( 195?) and strenger ( lsael
whire current cineradiographic techni-ques have been described by Moll
(tsoo), Perkell- (rsos) and Kent (tgtz).

Tonque retraction

Fig. 1 contains tongue profir-es ror [i]-:-i-te ana [e]-tike vowels from
a selection of sets. The foll_owing features should be noted:
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(i) ffrere is wide variation.of hard palate shapes between

speakers from sharply domed to relatively flat.

(ii) ff'e tongue of each speaker, irrespective of language, closely

fol-lows the contour of the hard palate for [i], leaving a

very narrow passage (cross-section area about 0.5-1.0 ttz).

(iii) Consequently, the top of the tongue arch may be frlrther

forward or further back for different speakers, depending

on the shape oi the hard Palate.

In addition, the tongue profile for [e] is also dominated by the

contour of the palate, which sti1l determj-nes the focatj-on of the

highest part of the hump. Essentially, as has been pointed out by

Lindblom and Sundberg, the tongue profiles of [i] and [e] for each

speaker are very similar wj-th reference to the mandible. characteris-

tic for le] is the wider channel along the palate (cross-section area

about 3 cm'). I conclude therefore that fail-ure to consj-der the shape

of the hard palate is a possible source of error that spuriously i.ndi-

cates "retractiont, as a major di-fference when tracings for different

subjects are being compared. see also Fig. 2 which contains a further

selection of [:-] profiles, this time related to [v].
The belief in several degrees of retraction has been further encour-

aged by incorrect articulatory interpretation of vowel spectra. It has

been recognized for severaf decades that the traditional- subjective

judgment "retraction" was real1y based on auditory sensation and was

related to the frequency of the secland formant, ljnfortunately, it has

been too easy to assume the converse, that the frequency of the second

formant will therefore reflect horizontaf movement of the tongue (see,

for example, Delattre 1951). The relationship between tongue movernent

and vowel spectrum is more complex. Fant poj-nted out that tongue lowering

can cause F, to fatl. This can be illustrated by an example from the

published sets of X-ray tracings, the "tense-lax" quality difference

between English or Berman /1/ and ftf wh'¿re the F, difference is some

3OO or 4OO Hz. The mandibular and linguel articulatj-ons of'/L, t/ ay

Chiba and Kajiyannrs German subject are given at Flgs. 3 (a, d). These
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show that the tongue was lower relative to the mandi-bl-e for f{ tnan
ror /1/, but that the jaws and lips were very similar.3 Consequently,

the mouth-openi.ng was much the same for both vowels, but the constricted
palatal passage was much wider for /t/ an¿ the pharynx much naruower.

Reference to published nomograms such as those given by Stevens and

House ( 1955) or Fant ( 1960) show that widening the palatal constric-
tion from about o.5 cm2 for [i] to about 2.o rr2 fo" [¡J, ¡rt keeping
the same degree of mouth-operring, yields precisel.y the spectral differ-
ence between these vowels including the F2 difference of about 300 Hz.

The Stevens and House nomograms have been redrawn at Fig. 4 for the
q

palatal vowel,s-, The tracings at Fig, 3 do not indicate any tongue-arch
retraction for /t/, only lowering. Any of the [i'l configurations at
Fì-gs. 1 and 2 can be transformed to an [f ] configuration by doubling the
cros5-section erea of the palatal- constriclion from about 0.S - 1.0 cr2
to about 1.5 - 2.0 cmZ while leaving the mouth-opening [jaw and li-ps)
the same. The speaker does this by lowering the tongue about 3 mm

with reference to the mandible. At the same time, Iowering the tongue

within the mandible causes the root of the tongue to narrow the lower
pharynx. Both of these modificati-ons, varying the degree cf constriction
at the hard paì-ate and the vol-ume of the lower pharynx, are refevant for
the resonances of the vocal" tract for these two vowel,s. Had the tongue
been retracted instead of lowered, the constri-ction would have had to
be withdrawn by as much as 2 cms to make F2 flal-l by :ì00 or 400 Hz, i.e.
almost to the palatoveJ-ar focation of [u]-ti-tce vowels. Stevens (lWZ)
has pointed out that the plain paLataì- vowels are particr.rlarly insensi-
tive to small variations of constrj.ctj.on loeation. It is just not acous-
tical.l-y profitable to make small tongue retractj-ons For the palatal
vowels. 0n the other hand, the nomograms show that very small_ variations
of the degree of constriction yield relatively large spectral differences.
Gunnilstam (nla1 has underlined the role of varyì.ng the degree of con-
striction for producing large spectral differences.

I have also considered the traditional" belief that the tongue arch
is retracted slightly for rounded paLatal vowels. Fig. 2 shows a selec-
tion of [i] anO [y] tongue arches, none of which indicates such retrac-
tion. On the other hand they aII show the tongue to be slightly lower
¡or [y], irrespective of language. This difference can be êntireJ-y attrj.-
buted to the mandible being slightly lower for the [y] renUeri.¡gs, the
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[i] ana Iy] tongue profiles coincidilo completely with reference to the

mandible. Stevensrs argument implies that tongue retraction for Iy]
would not contribute much to the spectral difference between Ii] an¿

Iy], espectaity in comparison with the large spectrat difference al-

ready obtained by rounding and protrudj-ng the lips.,

There.is one case where it is relevant to refer to graduaì- advance-

ment or retraetj.on of the tongue. This is for the difference between

[-r., ,æ]-lite vowels. The graver the low pharyngeal vowel, the

further the tongue root is drawn into the lower pharynx to make the

constriction even nalTower. This is in fact the same parameter as for

[i, ¡], namely the degree of constriction at the narrowest part of the

vocal tract. ¡wing to the 9Oo ben,l in the vocal tract, this parameter

is varied by raj-sing or lowering the tongue for the palatal constrÍctions

but by advancing or retracting the tongue for pharyngeal constrictions..

Carmody found the tongue posltions of Holbookrs two examples of

American English fa/ very variabler'one falling right outside the

tongue arch polygon, "behlnd o". These two cases are illustrated at

Fig. 5 (¡, 
"). 

The r'lowest" vowel of all for subject Z was fof whjJ-e

the "positlon" of f¡f was identical with /æ/. for H, the "position" of

/tr/ was "higher" and "further back" than /c/ (tígnl. behind '/o/ as Garmody

observed). Carmody hoped that this puzzling si-tuation could be resoÌved

by examining more radiographs. However, I shal1 demonstrate that these

cases are only bewildering in relation to the tongue-arching modeI. The

very same pair of X-ray sets can be given a very different interpreta-

tion that finds both examples very similar and typical not only Èor

these vowels but for ["]-fitt vowels generally.

The area functions at Fig. 6 (a, b) show that the resonator configu-

rations in both sets were very similar. A1I three vowels expressing

/ o , ¡ | æ.f had the same low pharyngeal place of constriction at about

5 cms abc¡ve the glottis. The main difference was in the degree of con-

striction, narrowest for /tl and widest for /æ/:
/o/ /¡/ lnl

cröss-sectiotl 2 e 2
area at 0.5 - 1.o cm- 1.5'- 2.0 cm- 2.5 - 3.o cm-

cons triction
This can be compared with the'area functions of French fo ,

ings at Fig. 6 (A), wrrere /o/ nas a constriction of about 0.8

renderu

and

a/
2

cm
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E
I A¡nerican Engl-ish

German

American English

Gerrnan

\I ì

I

I

Fi;g. ?. Four cases of fax [f] with-Iower
tongue height than tense lel.
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/a/ abo,tt 2.0 cm2. Clearly, the graver tne [a]-tife vowel, the narrower
its pharyngeal constriction. The same conclusion for French [a]-f:.fe
vowels was made by Mettas et al. (1.9ll) after deducing the probable
articulations for their observed spectra by referri-ng theni to Fantr s
nomograms. ft has frequently been suggested that English /^/ nas an

IaJ-1ike quality, especially in Southern British Engl_ish. But also
Peterson and Barneyrs ( 1SSZ] ZO American informants (men, women and

children) all produced / a r^, æ/ with the highest first formant
frequencies of all vowels (at J-east 600 Hz) and differentiated between
them with the second forniant frequency in three separate ranges between
1o00 and 2000 Hz. The average F1 and F2 frequencies for the 33 men in
that group were:

/o/ /¡l ln /
F 1 (Hz) ?30', 640 660

F2 (Hz) 1030 11e0 1?2o

These Peterson and Barney fAf spectta are certainly Ia]-fi_fe.6
By comparj,ng the vocal tract configurations oF these voweLs, and

especially, the place and degree of constriction, I have shown that
carmody's supposedly variabre and inconcruú.ve /a/ renderì.ngs were in
fact very similar and had the same resonator characteristics. This
example, together with the comparison with the French [0, _ a]_t_itce
vowels from one ofHolbrookrsFrench sets confj_rms the rel_evance of tongue
body advancement and retractj_on for IO, r ãr @ ]-f*e vowels. But the
relevant factor for shaping the resonating cavities is not the tongue
g[ 0osition but the width of the constricted lower pharynx.

Tonque heioht

Meyerrs and Russelrs.criticisms had mainly concerned tongue height,
especially that the tongue was lower ror [r] than for [e] and lower for
[c] tnan for [a]. In addition my collected material also contained
examples of [o] l-ower than [a] anu confusion of the heights of [rr] and

Io].

[r] - ["]
This case arises i-n languages with quality contrasts li - t, e -e/.

rn the X-ray sets r have corrected, this applies for American English,
and German. southern BritÍsh English dialects have quarity contrasts
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for three of the monophthongs /i - t -e/ but a diphthong monophthong

contrast /e i - e I ls used for g!l-¡9{. Swedish has mainly quantity

contrasts among the plain palatal vowels fi: ' í, e:r t: -e/ (ELert,

1S164) while other pairs of vowels may also have quallty differences

(Hadding-{<och and Abrahamsonr 1966). There j-s general agreemént that'

there id a quantity contrast for Swedish /iz - i/ with little quality

difference, although there may be some variation between dialects.

Four examples from American English and German are lllustrated at

Fíg. ?. All showíng hiçiher tongue arch for /-el tnan ¡or /t/. In all
? possible sets for these languageq /é/ wab "higher" lchan /xl (other

sets from these languages did not contain examples of both vowels). The

higher tongue areh for /ã/ *an for /t/ was also reported for 5 out of

6 subjects by Ladefoged et aI. (lSZZt) in a cineradiographic study of

American Engllsh speech.

An early criticism of this observed "height inversion" was that

tongue articulation was distorted by the use of chains for emphasizíng

the tongue outline or by the unnatur:aL1y sustained or repeated render-

ings of vowels necessitated by long exposure times, but the same result
is still found when presentday cineradiographic teehniques are used.

The outlines of soft tissues are nowadays enhanced by applying a bismuth

or barium compound to the artlculators, and electronic intensífication
of the image makes possible very brief exposure times (5O to 200 frames/

sec with only a few milliseconds radiation per frame).

Strenger's Swedish prufiles show a higher tongue for short /! tnan

for long. /ez/ dut this is to be expected if the subject had the non-

quali-tative /iz - i/ quantity contrast, so that this case is not neÊesi

sarily an exception to the reported anomaly. On the other hand, Meyerrs

plastopalatograms from a Swedish subject (tsto) had shorn /ezf to ae

higher..
The failure of the tongue-arching model to get the heights "f [¡]

and [e] right could of course be looked upon as an easily rectifiable
mj.stake. These vowels need only be put in iheir correct places. But

then the affinity or [:.] with [r] and of [e] wlth [e] woulu be lost
(Jespersen,s objectlon). In eíther case, the model would still fail to

,capture the true articulatory relationship between 'tense"_and "Lax"
palatal vowels. I shaII refer once agaln to the German example at
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Fig. 3 to.demonstrate how it is possible for ',half_close tense,, [e]
to be "higher" thán ,,close lax', [f].3

Fig. 3 (a) shows only very sright mandibular difference between /r/
ana /z/ and virtually the same lip separation, which means that the
mouth-opening and hence the radiation were much the same for both
renderings. The main difference between them is that the tongue is
considerably lower for /x/ tnan for /1/, widening the palatal con_
striction and bulging into the pharyngeal cavity.

Fig. 3 (b) shows that the mandible was lowered much more for /E/
than for /i/ whíre the paratal passage was only slightry widened and
there was consequently. only a little bulging movement back into the
pharynx. In fact, /Í/ anA /.ê/ nave very nearly the same ,,tongue height,,,
similar to what Kruì-singer (fSZS¡ had noted on Meyerrs radiograms.

Fig. 3 (c) shows ùat /î/ an¿ /ê/ had the same tongue shape rera-
tive to the mandible. F1g. 3 (u) shows that /r/ ana /e/ had the,same
tongue shape relative to the mandibre, both decidedly lower than for
/î, ê/.

The 'rtense,, vowels /î, "/ 
were thus differentiated from the.,,Iax,,

vowers /tre/ by the height of the tongue within the mandible, while
the "close" vowel-s /1, t/ were differentiated from the ,,open,, voweLs
/-e, e / by the degree of mandiburar depression. The eomponent gestures
shaping the vocal tract for these vowel_s are thus as follows:

PALATAL VOWELS:

ÏONGUE IN JAIII

HIGHER LI}WER

JAW
r

rn the terms of the tongue-archlng moder, the tongue is ,,more central*
for "lax,, vowels than for 'rtense,, vowels. Jakobson and Ha1le ( IUO+) quote
several examples expressing thls view and conclude 'tense phonemes are
produced with more deviation from the neutrar, centrar positíon than the
correspondÍng rax phonemesr'. For a case sfmilar to that dèscribed above,
the English /i - t/ opposition, 0. Jones ( tgoz: $ 160) wrote that the

{
HIGHER

LOWËR

1

ee
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tongue was "loweredrr and rrretracted" for /x/ wfth respect to /t/. Fig. 3

confir.ms the lower tongue but it does not support the notion of retrac-

tion. The relevant difference is in the respective-mandibular and

Iingual components as outlined above, whlch in turn determine the degree

of mouth-openlng, the degree of palatal constriction and the size of

the pharyngeal cavitY.
Fig. 3 shows how the mandibular and lingual movements combine in

opposite directions for /x/ and /-e/ (frigh ¡aw and low tongue versus low

jaw and high tongue respecti.vely). fne dlfference is sufficient for /é/
to come out'higher" than ft/, a simple expfanatLon for what has hitherto

appéared to be a perplexing anomaly in the terms of the tongue-arching

model.

When these articulations are referred to the Stevens and House

nomograms (fig. AJ, basing the parameter values on the vocaL tract

area function for each ,ro*"15, the following approximate frequencies

are found for the first two formants:

/1t
/ê/
Itl
/e/

These are not far from what we might expect to find on spectrograms

of adult male speech.

The result of the mandibular change fron /1"/ to /ê/ (doubling the

mouth-opening and widening the constricted palatal passage a littlei
appears mainly to result i.n a rise in F1 while F2 falLs only slightly.
The result.of the lingual change fron /1/ to /z/ (leaving the mouth-

opening unchanged but widening the constricted palatal passage) is a

simultaneous raising of F1 and lowering of F2. In the latter case the

spectrum is "centralj.zed'! towards 5001 15O0r 2580... etc. Hz, but

without corresponding articulatory "centralization".
The separate mandLbular and lingual di'fferences between /1/ ' lêl

an¿ /l/ - /tl respectlvely are thus compatlble with the spectral charac-

ter of these vowels. I realize that nothing has been proved by de-

scriblng one example, although it is typlcal of the whole material¡ I
have demonstrated that a pair of tongue heights that have been puzzlfng

E]
250 - 300 Hz

3O0 - 35O Hz

325 - 3?5 Hz

425 - 475 Hz

2OO0 - 21OO Hz

1950 - 2O5O Hz

1?OO - 1800 Hz

1650 - 1?50 Hz

F2
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in traditional terms can be þiven an interpretation that ì.s inti.mately
related to the physioJ.ogy and acoustics of vowel production, an impos_
sibility within the framêwork of the. tongue-arching model.

Ladefoged et aL. (ezza) are sceptical of the type of solution out-
lined above, on the basis of their factor analysis of forces presumed
to be acting on tongue shape (or, more precisely, the displacement of
specified points along the dorsum of the tongue). They found individua_
lity between six subJects in the way they utilized and coordinated
mandibular and lingual movenent. However, they record that three of the
six had "a very bunched', tense, shape of the tongue in Eg9 and þpgl,
and a flatter, 1ax, shape in !ig, !g$ and had", which is the same as
that iÌlustrated at Fig. 3. I sha1l do no more here than underline
that five of their si.x subjects nao /ê/ higher than /¡/ and that three
of the six agreed with the case described above regarding di-fferent
linguaL gestures for "tense" and "rax" vowels, while the remaining
three subJects disagreed both with that pattern and with each otherT.

[¡] - [o, aJ and [oJ - [o., aj

The sercond si.tuation, conflicting tongue heights for [c] anU Io, a]
is expected to occur where there are two quaritatively different [o]-
like sounds, whether the difference is disti-nctive (as in Engrish)
or allophonic (as in spanish). rt is the,,lower,,vowe1 [c] that has been
reported with tongue arch lower than for [aJ. fig. g shows two examples
or [c] lower than [a] or [.], ¿ examptes or [o] lower than [a, o'] (unex_
pected) and 2 examples with both [o - c] lower than [o,, a], one of them
witn Io] lower than [c] (quite unforeseen and in complete cantradiction
to the tongu+arching model). The relative 'rheights" of these vowels i_n

alr the sets co11eÒted from the literature are compared at Fig. g. of
lhe 22 sets where this comparison was possible, g hao [c] higher than
[o , .], I about the same height and 6 lower. rn only one third of the
possible sets was [c] oerinitery higher than [o., a] in accordance with
the model. fn addition, 6 had [o] lower than [a , "1 and 6 almost the
same as [o , "J. In two thirds oF the posslble sets, [o] was higher than
[o, "] in accordance with the model.

Notwithstanding the random character of the tongue "heights,r of [o]-
rÍke and [a]-r*e vowers, it is interesting to discover that when the
area fùnctions for these vowels are compared, the roundea [o -9j-rike
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vowels always have a place of constrictien a litt1e farther from larynx
than the [o'- a]-tlte vowers. r shal1 irl-ustrate one case, Holbrookrs
French subject C (female). Fig. S (aj shows that the tongue,,heights,,
for her "back" vowels were ranked forcl,9,a] from "higher,'to',Iowern.
Fig. 6 (., d) shows that the /o/ and /c/ renderings constricted the
pharynx at a distance between s and 6 cms above the grottis, whire the
/a/ and faf renderíngs constricted the pharynx between 4 ?and 5 cms above
the grottis. whatever the orders of tongue heights in sets of vowels,
examination of all the sets indicates that this relation of constrietion
rocations for the two types of vowel is a very strong constant of speech3.

Þl - t'l
I also found several i.nstances o¡ [.¡] lower than [oJ. tne only

languages where this might be expected are those with clear quality
contrasts for /i -rr/, tfrat is, English and German in this material.
There were 7 sets containing the [rr - o] pair among the 3g. Of these,
3 had [rr] higher than [o] (1 Gerran, 1 American English, 1 British
EnglishJ, 1 the same (1 German) and 3 with [r-r] lower than [o] (1 German,
'1 American Engrish, 1 British English). This suggests the distribution
for this pair is random rather than J.anguage specific.

THE WEAKNESSES OF THE TI]NGUE-ABCHING [inDEL

The comparison of publ-ished x-ray tracings in the preceding section
confirms the anomarous tongue positions that were.said to contradict
the tongue-arching model. "crose" [r] is more ,,open" than "ha1f-closç,,
[e]. fi'e "heightst,of "half-open', [g] and,,open,,[a] are random. In only
two-thirds of the cases was the tongue "hi.gher" for',ha1f-closet,[o]
than for,'open" [a]. ff'" concept of gradual retraction is without
foundation. Tongue arch position i-n terms of "height,, and ,,retraction'
is ambiguous with regard to resonator shaping and consequently to the
spectrum of the vower generated in the vocal tract. The vocal tract con_
figuration is dependent on a number of other factors, information on
which is not generalry availabre i-n vower descriptions based on the
tongue-arching model sì-nce they are externar to it and customarily dis_
regarded. The adva'ntage of the tongue-arehing model was that it had
seemed to offer 19th century phoneticians better possibilities for
describing finer shades of vowel quarity than courd be generated by the
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ancient model it displaced. Its weaknesses are related to the fact that

it was a product óf ttre imagínation that was neger confi¡ned in serious

tests. It i. @ since it was based on a miscon-

ceived noti.on of tongue articulation for vowels. Consequently Ít fails
to Eryglþg the values of its parameters correctly for many vowels' The

ambiguity of the relationship between the values of its parameters,

physiological activity, resonqtor configuration and spectral output

means that it is powerless to explain central areas of speech produótion.

Physiological weaknésses

There are two serious physiological weaknesses.

Fírstlyrthemodel'neglectsthepharynxcompletely.Theearliest
radiograms had shown the low pharyngeat constriction for [a]-fife vowels,

and its sj-gnificance was underlined by RusseL. Carmody (tSut1) maae a

detailed analysis of the pharyngeal cavity from Holbrook's radiogramst

but he did not try to relate his findings to the tongue-arching modelt

in which he remained a firm believer. More recently, the pharyngeal

cavity has been explored by tomography (Fant, 1960, 1964) and ultrasouàd

[U:_nifi-e et a1. 19?0J. De]attre (lS?t) has studied pharyngeal articula-

tions with cineradiogrephy. Ladefoged et af. (tSZtJ have made casts of

the living pharynx and Lindqvist and Sundberg (1SZt) frave inspected the

pharynx with a fibrescope. Thè shaping and acoustical signíficance of

the pharyngeal cavity are outside the domain of the tongue-arching modBl.

although the tongue root position proposal (Stewart 196?; Ha11e and

Stevens.1969, Perkell 19?1, Lindau et a1. 1W2) ls an attempt to relate

the difference between tense and lax vowels to the volume of the 10¡rer

pharynx. The meaning of such supplementary concepts as "uvularization"
and "pharyngealization'r is not clear. The extrinsic muscles of the

tongue'(which are generally held to be mainly responsible for tongue

shape and position in vowels) alL contract ln the pharyngeal region and

u¡hatever task these muscles may othertlse be performlng they always im-

medíately and directly alter the pharyngeal cavlty. Three pairs of musiles

contract ín the lower or mid pharyngeal region - the hyoglossir the

posterior genioglossi and the glossopharyngei. The fourth pafrr the

styloglossl, contract acrciss the upper pharynx: Nothlng oF thls is
captured by the tongue-archlng modelr despite its supposedty physiolo

gical basis.
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The second maJor phyèiological weakness is that the location of the
tongue arch cannot readlly be reLated to knowledge of the state of the

ì
tongue muscles. The ancients had only been hampered by their insufficient
knowledge. The celebrated Persian physician and phíIospher Ibn Slnã
( 1OOO), better known to mediaevel Europeans as Avj.cenna, had made a

detailed description of the muscular structure of the tongue, but had

to admit failure in his attempt to relate it to tongue movement during
vowels. This was piobably due to the fact that either he, or Galen whom

he may have been quoting, had dissected the tongue of the ape and not
that of man (Singer, tSSi: p. SS)9. Aut since at least the treatise of
Hellwag (nefl 10, th."" has been virtual agreement about the role of
the extrinsic muscles of the tongue for directing lingual gestures to
form constrictions in the vocal tract. The presentday view is given by,
for example, MacNeilage and Sholes (tSOa), Zemlin (1968: p. 281),
Harris (lslt), Baphael (lszla, 1g?1b), Smith (19?1J. The hyoglossi draw

the tongue bodily downwards to narrow the lower pharynx. The posterior
genioglossi puIl the tongue root forward to wi.den the pharynx and assist
in raising the body of the tongue towards the palate. The glossopharyngei
(fibres of the pharyngeal constrictors that insert into the sides of the
tongue) draw the tongue back into the mid-pharynx. The styloglossi draw

the tongue upwards and rearwards towards the soft palate. The effect of
contracting these muscles, alone or in combination, is to narrow differ-
ent regions of the vocal tract, controlling the locatlon of the constric-
tion and the volumes of the cavities. The amount of contraction, together
with the movement of the mandible, controls the degree of constriction.
A type of moder based ón constriction rocation is compatible with observ-
able motor activity. But specific muscular activity is not unambiguously
and exclusively related to the raising or lowering, advancement or
retraction of the tongue-arch, so that the tongue-arching model consti-
tutes a very weak link between neuromotor activity and articulation.
This means it provides a bewi.ldering articulatory framework, not least
for electromyographic investigations of tongue movement.

Predictive caoabilltv

One aspect of the weak predictive capability oF the tongue=arching model

has aLready been described. The tongue positions that can be observed
in speech are not arways the same as those prescribed by the model. The
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analysls of Garmodyrs difficulties with'rlow back" vowels and the English

/nrl profiles showed that while the coordinates definlng "tongue position"

are largely lrrelevant for the articulation of vowels, a type of model

based on the vocal tract configuration did not find these profiles in

any way enigmatic. It would not therefore be sufficient simply to rectify
the location of the errant vowels in the polygon by assigning the

"correct" coordinates. ft would still be impossi-b1e to predict the

resonator configuration satisfactorily, and hence the spectrum, from

the coordinates. It would similarly remain impossible to predict the

underlying motor activity.

Exolanatorv Þower

In view of its unsound physiological foundation and ambiguous relation

to vocal tract shaping and resonance properties, and its consequently

unsatisfactory predictive capability, the tongue-arching model failed

to provide a smooth and direct Ìink between articulation and acoustics.

It could not therefore explain the relationshi.ps between the successive

links of the speech chain, the systematic preferences for the structure

of vowel systems, the phonetic processes involved in sound changes and

so on. It is not surprising that the esteem of articulation felI when

compared with the progress made in speech acoustics. Advances in the

analysis of the acoustic strueture of speech and in psycholingui-stics

have made ít possible to elucidate much of the rol-e played by acoustic

cues in perception. Acoustic contrast has been accorded a firm position

in speech theory11. But the bewildering relationship between the Para-

meter values of the tongue-arching model and the spectral character of

Vowels has prevented the construction of a comprehensive view embracing

and integrating all phases of vowel production.

AN ALTERNATTVE ABTTOIJLATT]RY fulODEL

Spectrographic analysis over the past few decades has demonstrated that

the spectral character of vowels is relatively constant, especially for
the same speaker (for exanple, Joos, 1948¡ Potter and Steinberg¡ 1950;

Peterson and Barney, 1952) confirming the isolated examples of spectral

anelysis published 1n þrevlous years (Malmberg, 1952: pp g9-9?). Differ-
ences of fo¡rnant frequency range between speakers due to differences of
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vocal tract scale are regular and predictable. spectrar variations
within the same spakerrs speech are regurar and can be. rerated to such
factors as consonant environment, ,degree of stress, style or temporar
constraints (Tiffany, 1959; Stevens and House, 1953; Lindblom, 1!?63).
The relati-ve spectral. contrasts utilized for phonemic distinctÍons are
universal (Jakobson et al. 19s2). contrasting this spectral constancy
with the apparent variabirity and confusion of tongue articulation and
knowing that ther:e is theoretically an infinite number of possibre
resonator shapes for a (¡iven spectrum, it was natural that many phone-
tici-ans preferred to believe that there was no constancy at arl in
articulation and that the speakerr s onJ-y concern was to produce the
correct spectrum. For exampJ-e, Malmberg ( tssz:ss) has written tron peut
changer un [e] en un fy'] en arrondissant les lÈvres. Mais on peut
produire à peu prÞs 1e même effet en retirant un peu 1a 1angue. Les
deux procêdés amènent un abaissement du formant haut de 1a voyelle .. .

crest par cette différence dans r-a structure acoustique, et non pas par
la position des organes, que Ie [É] =u distingue uu le],'.

However, the examples discussed indicate that the speaker is never-
theiess striving to create a constant vocal tract configuration for a
given vowel, thereby cmfirming constancy i-n two adjacent links of the
speech chain - resonator shape as well as spectrum. lrrespective of
language, the [o - c]-ri-ke vowels always have a tongue constriction a
littre higher in the pharynx than the lo. - u]-rite vowels. similarly,
all [o - a - êB ]-rite vowels are produced by constricting the lower
pharynx, the degree of gravity being related to the degree of constric-
tion.3 rf the speaker is, as it seems, arways striving to produce one
constant confi-guration for a vower, then it is arso reasonabre to rook
for constancy in the manner of forming these configurations. rs there,
for example, a simple set of underrying gestures that are combined in
various ways to achieve the desired configurations? The preceding
discussion concerning the "tens*lax" paÌatal vowels Iirf, e, c]
indicated that mandiburar and linguaì. gestures are combined in different
ways for these vowels. Further, the simil,:ritr of the [1,C, y] profiles
compared at Figs. 1 and 2 adds further- strength to the notion that these
speakers.have produced comperable csvitv configurations by using the
same means.

There has been a growing tendency in recent years to look in this
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direction for a substitute articulato"y model. Stevens end Houee ( tS55)

found that "X-ray studies indicate that during the articulation of

vowels the dimensi'ons along the vocal tract are con.trolled primarily

by the position of the tongue constriction and by the degree sf con-

striction¡'. Kaneko (fSSZ) has compared the American English and Japa-

nese vowel systems with reference to the vocal tract configurations.

Lindblom and Sundberg have described the Swedish vowel systøn ( tSeOa)

and the cardinal vowels ( IS6SU) uslng the place and degree of constric-

tion to define the place of articulation. I have myself described the

West Greenlandic vowel system (tslt) using the place of constriction

as a phonological feature that can be used in generative 
"rlt.J.

Pétursson (nZA). häs described the Icelandic vowels with reference to

the constric.tion, location. Li.ndblom and Sundberg (lSll), simulating
physiological factors that determine the vocal tract area functiont
hàve explored and described the spectral consequences of individual
mandible, tongue and Iip movements. Stevens and House ( 1SSS) noted the

controversy regarding arti.culation and vowel diagrams, but did not wish

at that moment to suggest fthat.the present data validate any theory

of static positions for vowel production'r. However, the preceding

discussion concerning palatal and pharyngeal vowels indicated that the
place and degree of constriction describe more relevant and constant

differences between vowel articulatj.ons than did the parameters of the

tongue-arching model. The features of cavity configurationr and their
manner of formation can provide the basis for an alternaiive description
of vowel articulation, as a substitute for the tongue-arching model.

SOME IMFLITATTONS FOR PHONOLMY

The difficulties arising from the'irrelevancj-es of the tongue-arching

model for vocal tract shapi-ng are acute)-y felt today when so many phone-

ti-cians wish to model the vocal tiact and simultaneously discuss the

arti.culation, acoustics and phonological relationships of vowels, or

ponder the suitability and phonetic meaning of phonological features
(for example Ladefoged 1964¡ Lindblom and Sundberg 1!?694, 1!?69b, 197'li

Perkel 1971; Lieberman and Grelin '19?1i Ladefoged et al. 1971at

19?2b; Lindau et aI. 19?2¡ Lindblom 19?2¡ Stevens 19/?2).

Phonetlcians of the acousticaf school, recognlzing the fallacies of
the tonguÞarching model, had aimed instead to use the spectral charac-
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teristics of speech segments as descriptors and features when analysing
phonemic systerns or when dealing with probrems of phonology. The best
known scheme of this kind was that of Jakobson et al. This was repeated
by Halle ( fS64) and Jakobson and Halle ( 1SOO), and was widety used for
nearly two decades. But the acousticarly oriented basis has given way

to articurati-on agai-n, whire the function of features has undergone
revision. rn particular, Mccawrey ( tsez) pointed out certai-n inadequaeies
arising from the dÍfferent roles played by feature systems in prelimi-
naries to Speech Analvsis and in Hallers Sound Pattern of Russian of
1959. Jakobson had amphasized the contrastive function of the features
for denoting phonemic distinctions, whereas Ha11e was using the features
f,or the comprete systematic specificatlon of segments necessary for the
ordered rures of a generati.ve phonology. Mccawley found that Jakobsonrs
desire for the set to be minimal, achieved for example by subsuming the
spectral- characteristi.cs ofl both 1ip-rounding and pharyngearization
under the one feature Ë1!, meant that the set was too small for a
generative phonologi,st and made it impossibre for hi.m to distinguish
the very different processes involved in flor example rabiat and pharyn-
gear assimiLations. The enormous expansi.on of the set of features, the
shift to articulation and the new role of features can be seen in
Chomsky and Halle ( 1968: cnapt. ?) where it is explained that "the
totarity of phonetic features can be said to represent the speech-pro-
ducing capabilities of the human vocal_ apparatus'r,

Forlowing the renewed focus on articulation, there is a grave risk
that the tongue-arching model wirl become even more firmry entrenched.
Chomsky and Haller s three features - !ig!, IS, back - denote six
positions of the tongue body (no longer the tongue archJ and indicate
that the tongue is raised, Iowered or retracted from an arbitrary
origin, the position for [e]12. Thi" sma1I set of features avoids the
erroneous gradual retraction concept of the tongue-arching moder proper.
rt is possible to translate the feature specifications of the smal_l_

primary set of vowels generated by this framework into vocar cavity
configurations, although the procedure is òomplex. This can be done

because the underlying arrangement of.the vowel scheme bears a croser
affinity to the ancient pharynx-verurn-palate-apperture typer of model
(which refrects caviþ configuration) tnan to the tongue-arching mode1.
Phoneticians in the 19th century occasionarry split the pharyngeal
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[a]-ffxe vowels and divided them between the palatal and labiovelar

seriesr thusl
FHARYNGEAL

LABIOVELAB PALATAI-

back

From this follows the fact that the only unique relation between the

parameters of the two amangements is that low vowels have a low

pharyngeal constriction and non-low vowels do not'

The six vowels are as follows (including the redundant labiaÌization

of non-Iow back vowels [u, o]):

Oa;-r.
I

'11

o" a t t u

high
back

1ow

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

(r)

labiaI + +

The discarded information about vocal tract configurations can be

filled in from general phonetic knowJ.edge of the articulation of this

small set of very frequent vowels. One possible arrangement is as

f ollou¡s:
(i) @: [i, e] haVe palatal constrictions' [']
a palatovelar constriction, Io] a pharyngovelar constriction and

[o, t] a 1ow pharyngeal constriction.

(ii) 9gSryf.ry¡gS: [e , t] have wider constrictions,

[i, ,, o, o-] have narrower constrictions'

(Íii) Ugg,!@¿!S: [e , o] have wider mouth-openíngs relative to

lir,r] respectively, and [c, a] have wide openings'

(iv) LleggþS: [u, o] are labial

From thls informatÍonr- a new matrix can be constructed (where the

features .Pgl,g!g!, 1919, pharvnseaL def ine constriction locations):
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paLatal

VEIAr

pharyngeal

narrow

c

+

a 1

+

e u o

+

+

+

+

++

++

+

+

+

+

+

++

( rr)

labial
open

There is no reciprocal one-to-one relation between the features and
values of (f) and those of (ffJ, except that 1ow vowels have their
constriction 1oi¡v in the pharynx. High vowels [i, ,] are non_pharyngeal,
but it does not fotlow that non:high vowels are pharyngeaf ([e] is
pal-atal). Not a1t back vowers 

""r non-p.latal ([u] has a paratoverar
constrictionJ, nor are all non-back vowels pal-atal ([a] nas a pharyngeal
constri-ction).

The fearures and varues of matrix (r) can be transformed to those
of matrix (ff) Oy a conditional statement suctr as (fII):

Þ

f-+oal"atal 'l
I qvelar I

| -pharynseail

l;::::". J

/l-¡oalatar 1

flïl,il'""J

[-"-]

Ip rrign] ---+ -r

-t
-palata1
-ve1ai.

rllcback I

Lr r"* -¡

( rrra)

( rrro)

( rrrc)
ü

+open
0( narrow

chomsky and Halrers three tongue body features (t) can onry provide
2 x 3 positions. If a need is felt for more position categories, extra
features have to be provided _ for example front and mid whlch will
perrnit 3 x 4 tongue positions. An even more formidable statement than
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(III) will be needed to derive vocal tract configurations, if it were

at all possibtre still to do so. Worst of all, the addltion of @!
.,¡quld reintroduce the error of the central tongue position. Furthert

apart from.the confusion and ombiguj.ty of tongue height, there has

never been agreement about the features needed to generate four

degrees of opening for vowel=13. The Ghomsky..*la11e arranganent does

not therefore avoid the weaknesses of the tongue-arching model when

beating vowel systems requiring more tongue positions than the basic

six. They share the si.tuation of the early 19th century users of the

ancient type of model - the number of parameters available is insuffl-

cient to generate the number of vowel categories observed in more

complex systøns. Moreoverr if every available possible feature combi-

nation is utilized to provide pigeon holes for difficult vowelst

disregarding pl,rysiological and acoustic data, unrealistic solutions

will result. in:.s 1s the course resorted to by Chomsky and Halle

when they pair off English la/ and /¡/ wirh /cl ana /o/ respeotively

as non-labial members of low and intêrrnediate tongue height categories.

It was demonstrated above that with regard. to voòa] tract shapingt

English /¡, u/ share the lower pharyngeal constriction location, and

/orc/ the higher pharyngovelar constriction Location.

The translation of (r) i'nto (rr) ov (IIt) seems to be a very clumsy

necessity to have to go thorugh before the phonological component can

yield its output in a form that is rbtated to sound qúallty via

spectral character and resonator configuration. Yet it is the ability
of a model to relate phenomena at the separate links of the speech

chain that sharpèns the predictive capability and increases the expla-

natory power of a theory for phonol'ogy. Matrix (I) wilf generate 6

letters of a phonetic alphabet. If we stop there, the phonology output

will .be a phonetic transcription where each letter stands for a set

of feature specifications. This was Chomsky and Hallers goaI14. Brt

the goal can be constrained even further, to make the phonotrogl'cal

component deliver its output in a form compatible wlth current sPeech

production theory. Fant ( t969) has written:. rrBefore we can accompllsh

the happy marriage between phonology and phonetics we have to work

out the rules for predicting the speech event given the output of the

phonological component of the grammar. To me this ls the central,

though much neglectedr problem of phonetlcs:'.'
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rt is werl known that opinions differ between linguists as to whether
or not generative rules have psvchological_ reality. At least phoneti_
cians can demand that when rures are written in a set of features that
have an artióulatory basis, the standard of physiol-ogical accuracy
should be set high. Critics such as Fant ( tgOS] anO Vennemann and
Ladefoged (lgll) accept the ringuistrs need ior abstract crassificatory
or "cover" features aì-ongside strictly phonetic features. One can
arways imagine a feature interpreting component that wil-r crothe the
features of the phonorogy output with the appropriate phonetic charac-
ter. statement ( rrrJ above woufd be part of such a component. The
probl-em i-s whether a feature interpreting component is always neces-
saryr and if it is then what form it should have and where and how
smoothJ-y it should operate. with respect to the present specific issue,
the movement of the tongue and the shapi-ng of the vocal tract for
vowels, I believe it would be more suj_table to write the phonology
straight away in features simirar to those or (rr) rather than switch
terminology and conceptual framework halfway by translating the
present features (r) into features shaping the vocaÌ tract (rr) with
some heavy interpretive device sucfr as (Itl).

Ladefoged ( tszo) i-n debate with Fromkin (1slo) expressed the vi-ew
that it would be unwise to try to crai.m for any current feature system
"any more than that it is a summary of the data we know we now have
available, and there are severaf limitations on our present data.,,
Chomsky and Halle (p. ZSe) had themselves recognized that the many
gaps iil their knowl-edge made the success of their ambitlon to 'cover
every inherent phonetic feature" somewhat problematical-. The set of
features in which the phonoJ-ogi-car component is written is constantly
under review and r berleve that a revision as suggested above would
be a varuable modification, bringing the phonetic apparatus of phono-
logy more close]-y into line with current speech production theory and
thereby increasing its explanatory power.

CONCLUS.IONS

Cases had been reported of [r] naving a 1ower tongue height than [e],
ano [c] lower than fo], contradictory to the tongue heights prescri.bed
by the tongue-arching model. My examination of arl possibre cases in
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38 sets of X-ray tracings published durÍng the past 7O years confirms

these reports. In every example, [r] was lower than [e]. rne tongue

height rel.ation between [c] anO [q- "] was random. Unexpectedly,

some cases of [o] lower than [c] wert also found and even [o] tower

than [o]. In addition, a ferv cases suggested the relation between

[u] ano [o] was also random. Furtherr the concept of a contj-nuous

scale of tongue retraction was found to be false. The tongue positions

prescribed Ð the model do not agree with those observed in actual

speech. This model therefore gives an j-naccurate representation of

vowel articulation.
The concept of tongue height is ambiguous with regard to vocal

tract shaping. Its effect varies according to the location of the

tongue constriction in the vocal tract. Its two components (mandibu-

Iar and lingual) have different acoustic consequences, the former

altering the radiation characteristics of the mouth-opening while

the latter does not. This ambiguity means that tongue.height is use-

less as an articulatory par:ameter of vocaL tract shaping. Close

comparison of one set of German /ïrt, Ër¿/ profiles and area

functions indicated that the mandibular and llngual components must

be treated separately as independent gestures, the difference between

[], r]-fife and [e, g]-like voweLs being mandibular, and between

"tense'r and 'rlax" vowels 1ingua1.

Vocal cavity configurations are constant for different renderings

of the same vowels, although the X-rayed tongue arch positions may be

as random as those observed for [c]-fite ana [a]-fite vowels. The

same was true for a particularly puzzling pair of English /x/ tongue

arch positions that Carmody was unwilling to accept, but whose area

functions were nevertheless remarkably similar. The variability of

tongue arch position and the constancy of vocal tract configuration

indicates that it would be more fruitful to describe how articulation

strives to achieve the constant cavity configurations.

The.pry@ig, th" @ and the explana-

tory power of the tongue-arching model are all very weak. ft neglects

the pharynx. The coordinates of tongue arch posl-tion (neight and front-
ing) are not related to the observed activity of the extrinsic muscles

oF the tongue. The tonguê arch positions it aims to describe are found

to be very verÍab1e in actual speech and are largely irrelevant to
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the detaiLed shaping of the vocal cavities. fts parameters are, ambiguous

with regard to the.acoustic output of the vocal tract. Consequently,
the tongue-arching model 1s a poor articulatory medium for rélating
neuromotor activity, movements of the articulatorsr. vocal tract con-
figurations and the acoustic character of speech. It obstructs the
building of a comprehensive description bf speech production in which
each of the successive stages (neuromotor, articulation, cavity shaping,
acoustic output) are unambiguouàIy related to each other. It therefore
constitutes an unnecessarily weak link in phonetlc and linguistics
theory.

For several decades, there has seemed to be greater regularity in
the spectral character of vowels than in their articulation in terms
of the tongue-arching model, and many phoneticians have therefore
preferred an acoustic or auditory rather than articulatory description
of speech. However, it i¡vas seen above that thls spectral constancy is
matched by similar constancy in the vocal tract configurations. f
suggest that articulation i-s not in itself inconsteint, but that it
has instead been described in terms of an unsatisfactory model- whose
parameter values have provided a bewildering and variable picture of
actual speech. Given that the spectral character of speech and the
cavity configurations are constant, there is probably similar constan-
cy i-n the coordi.nation of the gestures that create the resonating
cavitiès and in the packages of motor commands necessary for these
gestures.

A more suj-table definition of the place of artculation of vowels
would be in terms of the place and degree of tongue constriction. Now

that the acoustics of the vocal tract are more thoroughly understood,
there is a.growing tendency to look in this direction for an alterna-
tive to the tongue-arching model. The explanatory power of the phono-
logical component of grammar would be greatly enchanced if the fea-
tures of tongue movement were based on this type of model instead of
on the tongue-arching model.
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NOTES

1. Except in general terms. For example the 6th or Sth century BC

authors of the Sanskrit Atharva-Veda erãti6atnyã recitatíon manual

(Whitney, 1862: $ I.j..36) taught thet the short Sanskrit [a] for
/a/ was "obscured'r by narrowing the mouth-opening relatlve to the

long [a:f ror /a+a/. Another example can be found 1n a treatise of

the 2nd century AD Roman grammarian Terentianus Maurus (feil, vol. 6)

who described how the "tragic tone of the mouth cavern" of [o] and

the "graver quality" of [u] are produced by roundíng and protrudÍng

the lips.

2. These additional branches were known as gi4g! because they

combined thd tongue of' one basic series {pa}atal or velar) with
the lips of the other (_plain or round). The same term mixed later
came to denote the "central" vowels of the tongue-arching model,

whence the subsequent confusion in interpreting the oLder trees.

3. There are ssveral references in thj-s paper to conclusions based

on the collection of published sets of X-ray tracings. More detailed

accounts will be given in a forthcoming thesis. The four constriction
locations were found in every publi-shed set examined. The Jaw and

tongue positions described for "tense" and "lax" palatal vowels are

typical for the whole collection of X-ray tracings and for rny own

X-ray film of Southern British speech. The description of the W.

Greenlandic vowel system has been fully revised and fresh cineradio-
graphic materj-a} added. See ålso note 13.

4. Exceptions, where they were given prominence, were Kruisíngars
textbook of English pronunciation, Jespersenrs handbook and Husselrs
polemic treatise on vowel theory. Vietor had agreed with Meyer.

D. Jones (ßAZz $ IZS) mentioned that "the late Dr. E. Meyer of
Stockholm obtained excellent diagrams of the tongue positions of
vowels by means of a row of fine leaden threads attached to an erti-
ficial palate" but did not report that these same excellent diagrams

contradicted part of what he himself was teaching in the book. Malmberg

has frequently pointed out how Meyerrs findings, both in this and

other fields, have been confirmed by later investigators. For example,

in 1952 and in his obítuary tribute to Meyer ( tSSe) where he wrote of
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"...seine prastographische Methode...wodurch er die der ärteren pala-
tographie ersetzte und dank welcher er dann auch die a1-thergebrachte
Vorstellung von einer festen Bezi-ehung zwischen Zungenstellung und

Lautklang als principiell faLsch ablehnen konnte,,, and ',jedenfal1s
hat die moderne Phonetik durch ej-ne Komblnation von Böntgenographie
und akustischer Lautspektrographie die Bichtigkeit der Meyerschen

Ergebnisse j.n erstaunender Weise bestätigt',. It should be noted that
my thesis is that Meyer discredi-ted one particular tongue articuLatlon
model for vowels. I stil1 maintain that there is a firm relationship
between tongue gestures and vowel- quality.

5. The Stevens and House nomograms give the frequencies of the first
two formants generated by a three parameter vocal_ tract model for
different constriction locations, for different mouth-openings (repr+
sented by the values of the lip-opening area/length ratio A/1 sms)

and for different cross-section areas at the constriction. When these
numbers are inserted in thej-r equation, a close approximati.on to a

natural vocal tract area function is obtained. Fig. 4 gives the case
where the constri-ction is located 12 cms from the source, a suitable
vaLue to represent the palatal vowels.

6. This comment applies only to the examples quoted here. There are
differences between dialects. The quality of the
vowel- segment denoted /n/ toaay has changed from an [u]-fite quality
over the past few hundred yearsr the ol-der quality sti1l being preserved
in spellings. There are dialects, especially in northern and central
England, where. this change has only been partial, the corresponding
vowel having an [rr] or [f]-fi.te quality. While handbooks of American

English frequently quote an [a]-f*e quality for /a/, the peterson and

Barney spectra have the typical high F,' of an [a]-like qual_ity.

?. This disagreement prompted Ladefoged and his colleagues to conclude
that each indvidual speaker evolves artì-culatory behaviour that is
peculiar to himself.

8" For the English dialects, [c] represents the vowel of gggg!! in
American English and cot in southern Brj-tish English, while [o] repre-
sents the vowel of g! in Amerj-can English and caught i.n southern
British English.
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9. Galenrs own account of the structure, movements and innervatlon

of the tongue is contalned in books Ð( (cranium, brain and cranial

nerves) and XI [face and Jaws) of his "On the uses of the parts of the

body of man,'(Darembourg, 1854). It is hardly surprising that reference

to apes was not helpful for this point. A necessary element of the

ontogenesis of the speech organs (compared with the oral anatomy of

the non-human primates) is the 90o bend in the vocal tract, resulting

from the erect posture of man, that permits a wide range of variation

of the vocal cavities by means.of tongue movement. This has been

particularly stressed by Lieberman (lslz),

1O. One of the principal anatomical references of Hellwag is to

Albinusrs edition (nqq) of the plates of Eustachius that had remained

unpublished fron 1522,until 1?14. They-are considered to be more

accurate than those of Eustachius's contemporary Vesalius (Singer,

195?, p. 135). For the tongue in particularrHellwagreferred to a

work of Heuermannr De lÍngua humanar 1?49.

11. But the doctrine of maximum auditory contrast will need to be

modified. It is not true that acoustic contrasts are always as large

as possible or that when the number of phonemes in a vowel system is
increased the new contrasts are necessarily the largest available.

consider for example the simple observation that numerous qualitative

distinctfons may be evoÌved among the palatal vowels (asmanyas /irt,
EtO t ytv t þl wtth consequently very sma11 spectral contrasts) whÍle

the whole spectral range of [a]-fite vowels frequently remains phone-

mically undivÍded. One rarely finds as many as three qualitatively

different la]-ffte phonemes (as in English, /ær¡ ro/). f¡ris cannot

be explalned in terms of seeking out maximum contrasts. I shall argue

in a forthcoming paper that there are good articulatory reasons for
vowel systems to develop in this way. I can mention in particular the

excellent tactile feedback afforded by the tongue in contact with the

upper teeth and the opÞortunity for individual exploitation of mandi-

bular and lingual gestures, permltting precise control of palatal

vowcls. for [a]-tffe vowels the mouth-opening must be wide (a close

opening would endanger contrasts witn [Ê], [3] ano [c]) ana labial
contrasts are not practical (tip-rounding might. lead to confusion wlth

[c] and [c]). ffrfs means that the only articulatory variable thât can
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be exploited for useful spectral contrasts among [a]-1ike vowels ís
the degree of tongue constriction in the lower pharynx. Here is the
key to why the predictions of the magnetic repulsion analogy of
Liljencrantz and Lindbl¡rn (1slz) oecame weaker for systøns of seven
vowels or more. rnstead of exploiting more constrasts among the palatal-
vowels, it preferred to arrange vowels equidistantry around the bound-
ary of the spectral space.

12. Ladefoged has pointed out that their belief ln this as a neutral
tongue position is not well founded. They refer to what they call_ a
preparatory positi-on seen at the beginning of X-ray motion films. They
may have been misled by a superficial simirarity between the normal
breathing.con'l'iguration 

_and 
the palatal [e] configuration.

13. Suppose it is necessary to transform the three "heights,'
[], €, , a] [+high -].ow, -high -Iow, -high +Iow) into four for [i, e,
E, -]. The introduction of a feature mid necessitates a redefinition
of bhe other features to enabì.e [C] to become +Iow (+nigh -mid,
thigh +mid, +low +mid, +low -mid). Wangrs suggestion (tSAe) for
thlgh -mid, $ig$i9, -high +mid and -high -mid also necessitates
amendments to the initial set of features prior to the introduction
of the fourth 'rheight'r. I propose instead a set of articulatory
features based on gestures that shape the vocal cavities. This will
generate any relevant number of vowels along the [i _ o,] scale as
follows:

G a æ ir eÉ,
pharyngeal

palatal
Ittenset'

open

+

+

+

+

+

++

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

(-l

Part of the foundation for this approaeh has already been described
elsewhere in this paper. The complete scheme, with definitions and
phonetic evidence, will be described in a forthcoming thesis3 where
it will be applied to the solution ofl a number of phonologicgl

probl ems.
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14. "The phonological component accepts as lnput a structurally
analysed stri.ng. As output it provides the rphonetlc representationl

of this string. The phonetic representation consists. of a sequence

of rphonetic segmentsr each of which is nothing more than a set of
rphonetic feature specificationsr...l' (p. 16a)
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Introduc t ion

There are differences of both the degree of tongue const.ric-
tion and the volume of the lower pharynx between tense and

lax vowels. These factors are r¡odifications of the configu-
ration of the vocal trâct and lsill consequently a1Èer its
resonances. For. a complete account of che production of dif-
ferenÈ vor¡el câÈegories, it is necessary to know the nagni-
tude of acoustical diffelence thet can be referred to any

particular articulatory variable. The nomogrâßrs published
by Stevens and House (1955) and FanÈ (196O) based on the
three-parameter model have been very helpful in describing
the acoustical properties ðt ttte vocal Èract but their
usefulness is sÈrictly linited by the dífficutrty of re-
lating the nod.el parameÈers to specific arriculatory
manoeuvres in a number of situations. The exploration of
the. âcoustical consequences of 1ip, tongue, jaw and

larynx movemerit by Lindblom and Sundberg (1971) has shor¡n

the nay to the soluÈíon of this Èype of problem. A nid-
saggital profile of the vocal trâct is deliberately a1-
tered and the resonances of each configuration are tneas-

ured or calculated. This can be done either by computer
or r¡ith the aid of an electrical analogue. The experi-
Eents to be described below were designed to assess
hor¡ much.of the acoustical difference within pairs of
tense and lax vonels can be attributed to the degree of
consÈricÈion and ho¡r much to Èhe pharyngeal volume. Uíd-
eaggiEal profilea of the vocal tract nere syatematically
nodified, the corresponding area functiong aet ori an
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electrical vocal tract aualogue (LBAI) ând Èhe resonence
frequencies found and measured.

lense and lax vonels

The terms Èenae and 1ax are. notoriously ambiguous in boÈh

phonetics and phonology. There are tno types of ambiguity
I particularly wish to underline. The one concerns the
physiological and acoustical character of Èhe conLrasts.
Thís anbiguity is not. so serious since it reflects our
lioited knowledge of the producÈion processes involved, As

our knosledge inproves, tbis angiguity.ui11. be resolved. Far
nore serious is Ëhe confusion of tenseness and laxness with
vowel length or ggr4ry.

I shal1 restrict !he Èerms Èense and lax exclusívely to the
tinbre differences in such pairs as fi-r, e-c, u-u, o-r,
o'-a] (and the rounded palatals Ir-v, d-æ] which for the
remainder of -this report will be subsumed qrith Èhe spread-
lip palatals). This usage is noÈ inconsistanÈ wiEh the tra-
ditional definition in -Èerms of muscular Èension of the
tongue which inplies differences of lingual arcicularion and

consequently of vocal tracÈ configuration and resonance.
There is necessarily an acoustical difference betr¡een Èense

and 1ax vowels.

there is a well known tendency for cense vor¡e1s to be longer
than lax vowels. This is usually said to be due to Èhe tense
gestures takíng more time to execute. It is an undeniable
fact that in many languages tense vor¡els are long and lax
vowels short. But oÈher relaÈionships are also found such as

tinbre coritrasts beÈneen vo¡¡els of the same length or quan-
tity contrasts between vowels of the same tinbre. The rela-
tionahip bet¡¡een tenseness and quantity can vary synchronic-
ally from language to languag¿.and diachronically from
period to period in one and the same language. The relatíon-
ehíp between tense vowels, -l-9¡g vowels and diphthongs is
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complex and does not become sinpler if tenseness and quan-
tity are tre,ated as equivalent. The examples at lable 1

fol1o¡¡ fron distinguishing bet¡¡een tense-1ax tiubre con-
trasts and long-short quantity contrasts.

TENSE

1: e: u: o: q-:

LAX

r¿lt3a
ae:e¡LONG

SHORT 1eu o,

Table 1 of vowels. The
short. (tense).

tense versua
short and 1ax. A contrasÈ /i-¡/ is tense ver-
sus 1ax.

Vocal tract differences

Tracings of X-rayed vor¡e1 articulations reveal consistent
differences of both degree of constriction and of pharyn-
geal volume between tense and lax voweLs. In addition,
Èhere are also differences of lip position (1ess rounded,
sometimes less spread, for lax vowels) and l.arynx position
(deeper for tense vowels, especially for rounded vowels).
The articulatory gestures involved appear to be much the
same irrespective of language, whÍch points to a universal
physiological and biological basis for the acoustical
contrasts founded on this difference. I have drawn thie con-
clusion from analysis of the aame collection of publiehed
sets of X:ray tracings as !r.as used f or.'ny criticien of the
tonguã-arching nodel (1975). A,s a control on these conclu-
sions, I have also analysed five X-ray motíon filns
(English, Egyptian, Southern Swedish and Uest Greenlandic
Eskino) that have been made in Lund2. The following ís a

summary of the findings that are relevant to the present
problen3.

the degree of conetriction ie quantified ae the croaa-aec-
tÍon area of the vocål tract at the tongue constríction.

Tense-1ax and long-short pairs
contras t I íz-í/ is long versus
A cantrast líz-t/ is long and
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4tl 8r t.L
4xL

,[xI'
4'e

(a)

TENSE VOT{EL
LAX VOI{EL

8¡o
(¿)

HARD
PALATE

SOFT
PALATE

8xo

(e)

UPPER
PHARYNX

o/c

SxtJ

(c)

LOWE R

PHARYNX

o-la

o.5-l . o
1.3-1.7

4xr
4xe
(b)

8rÂ8xC

Fig. 1 Sets of to¡gue profiles for tense-1ax pairs by a Southern 8riÈish English subject. There âre
8 examples of each vowel, 4 utte!ed a 1iÈt1e slower than average everyday speech (4.5 syI-
lâbles/sec) and 4 â little faster (6.5 syllables/sec). the main ¿rticulatory consequence of
the raÈe difference eas a narrower jaw-opening for open vowels [e , o, ¡, o, n]. There was
hardly any infÌuence on the tongue profile, except for the pátåtal [e] shere the tongue uas
lower relâtive to the mandible in the faster set (b) to compen6ate for the higher position.

There is considerable similaríty of consLriction size for
sinilar vowel qualiÈies irrespective of language. Typical
ranges are given in Table 2.

CONSTRICTION

VO¡IEL PAIR ill el¿ ulv

0.5-1.O 1.0-1.7 0.5-1.O
r.ó-2.2 2,5-3.0 1.5-

0.6-1.0
o. 4-o. 7

cm2

Table 2 Cross-secÈion area of Èhe vocal tract at the tongue
consËriction, represenÈing Èhe degree of constric-
tion. The Èense vonel has the narrower constrict.ion,
except for the [o-:ll pair.

Each pair is characterized by a widening of the constricted
passege by 3-4 mm for the lax vowel. The exception is the

[o-¡]l pair where the Lax vowel just hes the narrolrel con-
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4¡ê

4xO (ô)

*ra

(b)

4xtl8¡ xu

(c)

4¡f

(¡)

4xJ 4xo

(e)

\

ría.2 s€ts of torgue profiles fot tênse-1ax pairs by ån EgyptiÂl 6ubject. There ate four exedpleg
of esch vosel, except fo! Li]. The fal qüålity rep!eaents lal in a "non-eophaticrrenviron-
úent while fo] repreeenta 2 x /el e¡à 2 x la+el in åû'eúphatic" environEe¡t'

striction although both ranges virtually overlap. In the

case of [U] , when the velar Passage is widened beyond 2.o cm

the back of the tongue begins to constrict the upper pharynx

instead. The quoted,.ranges are characteristic for each

vowel quality.

For all these pairs (except fo.-a] ), there are corresponding

differences in the lor+er pharynx (Table 3). In the case of

the þ-":l-like vowels, the lower pharynx is constricted by

the tongu€ so thaÈ vari.ation of 1ow pharyngeal width there-

fore.modifies the constriction itself. Moreover' the tense

vowel [o,] has the narrower pharynx.

Physíological-1y, these differences of degree of consÈric-

tion and low pharyngeal volume ale created by the movement

of the tongue. This movement must be broken into its lin-

gual and nandibular componerits (Lindblon and Sundberg' 1971).

The tongue constriction is formed by directilg the tongue

2
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CONS TRI CTION

VOI.IEL PAIR í lx

HARD
PALATE

S OFT
PALATE

u/v
25-30
r9-23

UPPER
PHARYNX

o/c
lENSE VOI.IEL
LAX VOI,IEL

Table 3

25-30
t9-23

e/¿

t9-23
t6-20

L5-22
11-19

Typical renges of 1o¡¡ pharyngeal Í/idEh fror0 the
tongue to the re.ar pharyngeal r¡a11 at the epi-
glottis. The absolute measure depends on thè size
of the subject's valleculae and is highly varia-
b1e betr¿een individuals. The tense vor¡e1 always
has the wider lower pharynx,

itself towards (i)' Èhe hard palare (for palaÈe1 [i-r, e-e] -
like vowels), (ii) the sofE palate (for palatovelar [u-r¡]-
like vowels), (iii) Èhe upper pharynx (for pharyngovelar
[o-:] -1ike vowels) and (iv) the lower pharynx (for 1ow
pharyngeal [o,-a] -like vo¡¡eIs) as can be seen aÈ Figs. I
and 2. At the same time the.tongue is raised or lowered
bodily by Èhe jaw. This contribuÈes to the constrictions
made against the roof of the mouth, i.e. for the palaËal
and palatovelar vowels. ConsÈricÈions in the pharynx are
hardly affected by rnandibular movamenc. The jaw occupies
two relevant positions during vowels - a closer opening
of 5-1O mm for [i, t., r, uJ -like vowels and a wider
opening of 11--16 mm or more for f.,e, or cr Gr a]-like
vowels. The variation depends on such factors as articula-
tion rate and speaking efforÈ. The tongue compensates for
the freedon of jaw movement in order to ¡naintain a suitable
pâlaÈa1 or palatovelar consEricLion size (nandibular move-
ment is in the direction of the constriction in these
cases). Such lingual comperisation is not necessary for the
pharyngear constrictions (but the rips coropensâÈe for varia-
Èion of j aw position in all rounded vowels) .

It has been reported thet the tongue root is further for_
¡,¡ard for tense than for lax vowels. The pfopoeed feature
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adv enced tonsue root rtas based on this observation (IlalLe

and Stevens 1969, Perkell 1971). One consequence of ad-

vancing the tongue root is to widen the lower þharynx and

thus increase its volume. A second consequence is to raise

the tongue body, whích is in the dírection of the constric-

tion in the case of the palatal and palatovelar'uowè1s. The

muscles that r¡ould pull the tongue root forward are the.

posterior fibres of the genioglossi. these fibres are also

said to assist in raising the tongue. This manoeuvre is

necessary for all vowels with a constriction against . the

roof of the mout.h ([i'r r êr É, u,u]). Fígs. I and 2 show

ho¡¡ the tongue root is drawn forward for all these vowels

and also how differences of tongue root position bett¡een

tense and lax vor¡e1s in this gtouP.t" 
"ot."iated 

with the

height of the tongue relative to the.mandible. For the

vowels with constricted pharynx ( fo, c r o,¡ a] ) contrac-

tion of the posterior fibres of the genio!lossi would be

contrary to the rear¡¡ard constriction-forming gestures. In

the case of the pharyngovelar fo,r.l-1ike vor¡e1s, it is
nevertheless theoretically possible to vary the tongue root
position belor¡ the upper pharyngeal constriction. Fige. I

and 2 suggest there ¡sas little difference of .tongue root
position between Io] and [a] for these two subjecta' but
the tendency was for. the tongue root to be more advanced

for [o]. In the case of the lon pharyngeal [O' a1-like
vowels, advancing the tongue root l¡ouId i¡rnedíatel'y wíden

the constriction towards the 1âx vo¡¡el and cannot therefore
be utilized f or che tense vor,te1. Figs. 1 and 2 sholt that
for this Pair the tongue root is advanced to widen the low

pharyngeal constriction for the lax vowel.

The role of the degree of constriction

Sweet (1906) noted that the passage above the tongue aP-
peared to be narrower for tense vo¡¡els' the tongue being

more ttconvext'. This represents a nodification of tongue
height (i.e. the sum of the vertical lingual and mandíbular
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Pig. 3 The maximum possible spectral rånges for Fl and F2 at different degrees
of constricrion (Amin cm2). This is based on the Steveûs and House (1955)
three-parâteter model nomograms. Each ring e¡closes the spectra
generated by all combinations of constriction location ând ûouth-opening
size for the stated constriction size.

gestures). Tongue height modifies the tongue constriction
only in the case of the fi,I', e, €l -1ike vor¿e1s (consÈrict-
èd,hard palate) and the [r,.] -like vowels (constricred
sofÈ palate). For Ehe vowels with constricEed pharynx, the
degree of constricEion is hardly relaÈed to Èongue heighÈ.
In Ehe case of the vo¡¡e1s wiÈh constricted lower pharynx,
Ehe constriction is indeed narror¡rer for [o] and wider for [a].
this is not exacÈly what Sr.¡eeE had had in mind, however,
although it is a natural extension of his original idea. He

adroitted that his distinction beÈween narrotÍ and r¡ide vow-
els wasrrnot clear in the back vowels r+here the convexity of
the tongue seems Èo be accompanied by tension of the uvula
and sofÈ pelaterr. SweeË was on the track of the truth, that
the deg.ree of constricÈion is a relevant resonator variable
in the vocal tract and thât differences in the degree of con-
striction are associated ¡.¡ith tenseness and laxness. But his
preference for the Èongue-arching nodel, coupled rrith the in-
possibility of observing internal articulaÈions and configu-
rations before the discovery of X-rays, effectively con-
cealed the solution fron him.

What is the effect of uarying the degree of constriction?
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The vocal tract is divided into two cavitíes, one above and

one below the tongue constriction. The degree of constriction

determines the aoount of coupling between the two cavities -

that is, the extent to which they resonate together or inde-

pedently of each other. At the one extreme, the constriction

is so narro¡r that the two cavities influence each othel rela-

Èive1y 1itt1e. At the othet extreme, the cofrstriction is.so

wide that the Ëract becomes a single uninterrupted pipe. some

idea of the conseguence of varying the degree of consttiction

betrùe€n these exÈremes is illustrated by Eig. 3 which is

based on the stevens and House nolûosrams. The degree of con-

striction is .represented by the cross-section area at the

constrícÈion, Arr' crn2. Each ring encloses an area rePresentirig

thé frequencies of the first and second formante y'enerated by

all combinations of constriction location and mouÈh-opening

size for the stated degree of constriction. A constriction

of O.3.r2 i" about the narro¡ùest PossibLe for pure vortel

sounds, further narrowing.leading to the production of tur-

bulence in the constrictíon. At a constriction.of 4.5 cl.2,

the vocal tract approaches the uníform tube configuration so

thât the consÈ¡iction location no longer exerts any influ-

ence. Fig.3 suggests that the PossibLe spectral range is

dependent on the degree of constriction. For Èhe maximum

possible specËra1 range, the very snaLl constriction size

would be necessary. As the constricted opening ¡¡idens' the

possible spectral range would be reduced. This would mean

thet the vocal tract resonances ale very sensÍtive to the

degree of constriction, as has also been suggested by

Gunnilstam (1974). A fe¡¡ millinetres of tongue rnovenent at

the constriction would cause a considerable sþectral differ-

ence. Unfortunâte1y' Ite cannot be certain that this ie due

to the degree of constricÈion alone, since nodífication of

the degree of constriction in the three-parameter r¡ode1

sinultaneously involves a change of the low pharyngeal

volume.
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The role of the harynx

rn sr¡eetrs day, the exísÈence of more than one vocal tract
resonence was a highly controversial subject among mosr
phoneticians and inÈerest was linited Lo the bucchal cavity
and Èhe crown of the tongue arch. Once the resonance dispute
had been settled, the arch was said to divide the Lrecc into
tr¡o cavities each nith iÈs characÈeristic resonance _ the
mouth formant and the Èhroatformant. r,re know Èodây Èhat Lhe
tongue arch does f¡ot form the dividing constricÈion and also
that the formants have complex caviÈy affiliations. Never_
theless it is true Èhat nodification of the volume of the
pharynx r¡i11 affecÈ- the resonânces or arr" vocar Èract and
thet any articulaÈory oodification of the pharynx is there_
fore acoustically relevant.

AtÈention was drar¡n by SÈewarÈ (1967) Èo rhe role played by
the nidth of the l0wer pharynx in vor¡e1 harmony in Ehe hlest
Afr'ican language Akan. This harmony difference is very sini_
lar to the Èense-1ax difference, although there are differ_
ing opinions as to nhether they are both exauples of the
same phenomenon fron Ehe producÈion point of.view (Lindau
et a1. I972, Lindau 1975). The advancedronsue roor proposal
claimed Èo cover boÈh cases. The differenÈ Èongue root
posítions for ny English and Egypcian subjecrs have already
been seen at Figs. l and 2. As already explained, the rule
cannot hold for the 1o¡¡ pharyngeal [*, "] 

pair since the
lower pharynx is now the location of the constriction.

ülhat is the effect of varying Ëhe volume of the 1o¡ser phar-
ynx? EnlargeEent due to tongue root advancement occurs in
the region of the epiglottis, that is, at about 2 to 4 cm
above the glottis. Halle and Stevens recall Chiba and
Kajiyanars observation that expansion of an acoustical tube
in the vicinity of a sound presaure maximum in the standing
wave for a particula¡ natural frequency tends to 1.¡rer that
natural frequency. There is always a maximum in sound prea_
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sure distribution cloee to the glottis for all natural

frequencies and- in the case of Fl this maxinum extends over

the first 4 cn of the vocal tract. Ilence expansion in this

region always causea lowering of Fr. Halle and Stevens also

point ouÈ thst F2 has a Pressure ninimum aÈ about 2 to ó cm

above the glottis for front vor¡e1s and â Pressure maximum

at about 4 cn above the glotËis for back vo¡¡els. Expansio.n

in this region ¡¡i1l thus cause an upward shíft of F, for

front vowels and a downward shift of F, for back vowels.

they note thât these spectral differences are in the direc-

tion observed in acoustic detâ for tense-1ax pairs.

The problem

In both natural speech and in the three-Parameter model' Èhe

degree of constriction and the lower phary.ngeal volume are

largely inseparable. 1t is not therefore innediately appar-

ent which, if either, of these tlto variables provides the

greater contribuÈion to the sPectral differences betlteen

tense and lax vor¡els.

It is generally accePted that advencing the tongue root Èends

to bunch the tongue body towards the roof of the ¡¡outh. Thís

nerìoeuvre thus sinultaneously widens rhe lower pharynx and

narro¡ra the palatal or palatovelar constrictions. For Èhe

[,o , r] -like vor¡els r¡ith constricted upper pharynx, advancing

the tongue root in the lor¡er pharynx belor¡ the constriction

is partially antagonistic to the narro¡ting of the upper
pharynx by the contrâcting pharyngeal constlictor muscles.

As recorded in Tables 2 and 3, I have found a difference

of lor¡ pharyngeal r¡idth ín this class but little difference
in the degree of constriction (unlike other tense-1ax pairs).

For all the pharyngeå1 vor¡els' any tongue raising associated

with tongue root advancement will dininish the volume of the
bucchal cavity but at the same time such dininution is coun-
tered by any do¡rnward moveEent of the jart.
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In the three-Pararneter model' the equation that modele the

area function relates the opening of the passage above the

tongue to .the volume of the Lor¡er pharynx in a sinilar

fashion to natural speech. Consequently' thê different de-

grees of constriction aÈ Fig. 3 are 1ínked to corresponding

pharyngeal differences. It is inpossible to say r¡hether the

spectral reduction illustrated by this figure is the result

of widening thé constriction' narro\{ing the lower pharynx

or both (if so in whaÈ proPortions?). Ho¡sever' rte heve in

the electrical vocal tract analogue a tool that permits tts

to elter the values of these variables at will' The under-

lying principle of the experiuents reporied belor¡ is to

alÈer the vocal tract area function in stePs from one con-

fiþuration to ânother and to note the spectral differenèe

arising from each steP.

Me Èhod

By careful examination and analysis of motion X-ray filns

as outlined above, I have isolated the coDponent gestures

used by the hunan speaker to shape the vocal tract' Realis-

tic rnodificatíons can be made to a vocal tract replica (a

rnid-saggital outline of a vocal tract) by reproducing the

gestures of natural speech. This has resulted in a building

kit Èhat consists of a vocal tract (maxilla and pharynx), a

nandible, a tongue for palatal constrictions' e tongue for

palatovelar constrictions' a tongue for pharyngovelar con-

strictions, a tongue for 1ow pharyngeal constrictions' a

larynx that can be 1ôr¡ered 5 or 1O mm' sets of lips (spread'

pIain, s1íghtly rounded, well rounded) and a tongue blade

that can be depressed. These components are put together

according to the matrix at Table 4.

Open is defined as a jaw-oPening

experiuents a jaw-oPening of 14

jaw-opening Bmaller than 10 Dn.

used.

larger
waa

than
used.lnM

.An

10 mm. For the

@Í8s
of I mm sasopenl'nS
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For all tense vo¡¡e1s except low pharyngeal-, Èhe Èongue root
r¡as advanced and the tongue body raised. This narror{s the
constricÈion of palatals and palatovelars. The constriction
of the pharyngovelars is not altered. For the lor¡ pharyngeals,
Èhe tongue was drar¡n further into the pharynx to narrorú the
constriction. For roúnded vor¡e1s, the larynx nas lowered, 1O

mm for tense and 5 mm for lax. The lips were more rounded
for tenser less rounded for lex. The tongue blade r¡as de-
preesed nore for Èense rounded vor¡e1s, less for 1ax.

For each configuration, the cross-distânces along the Èract
nere tranaformed into cross-section areâs using conversíon
data published by Sundberg (1969) for the palatal and upper
pharyngeal .region and by Fant (196O) for the lor¡er pharyn-
geal region. the,area functions thus obtained trêre then set
on the electrical analogue and the resonances measured
(Fig. 4 ) .
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Fig. 5. Modifications nade to the model profile for (a) palatal vowels and (b) pelÂtovelar vorels
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The same notation has been used for nodifications for all
vowels: (1) the initial tense vowel contour , (2a) retracted
tongue root, (2b) widened constriction, (3) the sum of 2a

and 2b, (4). less depressed tongue blade, (5) less rounded
lips, (6) larynx less depressed by 5 mm.

PalaÈaI constrictions

A tense Lt] configuration r¡as eltered to a lax [f] configu-
ration (Figs.5a and 6a) by lowering Èhe rongue relarive to
the nandible. To avoid the necessity for coûpensatory move-
Eents, the same jaw-opening (8 mm) r¿as used for both. The

results erere as follows (see also Fig. 7) z

Retracted t.ongue root
I,Iidened. cons t ric È ion

Retracted tongue root
Itidened constriction

F1 E2+2O Hz

+9O Hz

-2O Hz

-2OO Hz
1 2

Both are in the right direction, but Èhe contribution of the
narroired.pharynx r¡as small compared with that of the widened
conatr¡.ct10n.

The experinent nâs repeated for [e-eJ , using the saúe

tongue profiles relative to the ¡nandible but with a jaw-

opening of 14 mm. A similar result was obtained.

Palatovelar constrict ions

In addition to the dífferent constriction siees and tongue
root positíons betr¡een ["J and frr] there are also differ-
encea of laninal depressionr laryngeal depression and

degree of rounding. The jaw-openÍng lras I mm for both
vorrels. The ¡nodificatíons are illustrâted ât Figs. 5b and

6b and the results at Fig. 7.

F1 î2+25 Hz

+15 Hz

+15 Hz

+185 Hz
2

F1 F
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Both are in Ëhe right direccion. Here too, by far Èhe

largesÈ conÈribution came from the ¡¿idened constriction.

Fig. 7 also shorss Èhat the sum of these tr¡o modifications
(point 3) is barely half the maximum possible spectral dif-
ference. Raísing the tongue blade (4) and raisíng the 1ârynx

5 rom (6) made moderaÈe contributions to F2 (+45 llz and +35 Hz

respecÈive1y) whereas relaxing the lips slightly (5) added as

much as 8O or 9O Hz to both formants.

Pharyngove lar constrictions

Modificâtíons Ea¿le to the no¿ìêl profile for fo,tJ-1ike vouels and the

"f..i."r 
cons€quence of €ach witir ¡efe¡ence io t-he initial configura-

tioû.

Fig. 8 illustrates sinilar nodifications for .fo' c] -like
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Fig. 9 l'lodifications nede to the model p¡ofire for (e) pharyngoverêr vower€ and (b) low pharyngeal
vorels.

vowels and gives the results. The jaw-opening was l4 mm.
Modif ications !¡ere made one aÈ a tine, always r,¡ith refer-.
ence to the same initial configuration. Both Lhe rerrected
tongue roor (2a) and lower tongue arch (2b) yielded snall
contributions. Narrowing the consÈriction. from 1.O cn2 to
O.65 cn2 lowered F1 and F2. Any tendency for fol ro have a
r¿ider constricrion (cf. Table 2) is therefore spectrally
disadvantageous to the contrast and consÈitutes a penalty
ÈhaË musC be nade up by some other factor (e.g. 2a+2b, 4).
Less 1i-p-rounding (5) produced a considerabre spectrâr dif-
ference.

FÍgs. 9a and lOa illustrate sÈepwise nodifications fron fo]to fc] with the sane 0.65 cn2 constriction for both (i.e. no
penalty this tine). The jaw-opening was 14 nn. The results
are given at Fig.7. Facror (5) (less lip-rounding) yielded
as large a spectral difference as al1 Èhe other factors
(2a+2b+6+4) together.
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Low pharyneeals

Figs. 9b and lOb illustrate nodifications fron an fo,.t confi-
guration to an tr] configuration. The jaw-opening lras 14 nn.
Spread lips (basic configuration) and neutrel (5a) were ap-
plied to both since examples of both vowels nith either lip
position occu¡ in natural speech. In addition, elightly
rounded lips (5b) were applÍed ro nodify tcl ro f?J. This
is a grave variant of fO,] that occurs f or Swedíeh I a¿ I ín
some dialects. The results are given at Fig. 7.

The consequence of r¡idening the constríction from 0.65 cn2
f or [o-] to 1. 3 cm2 f or .[a] waa ro raise F2 by ar leaer 2OO Hz,
níth either spread or neutrel lipe. The difference betseen
epread and neutral lips waa about 80 ttz for Fl.and 130 Hz

for F2. Other experiments indiceted that each 2 ou incre-
ment to jaw-opening adds 15-25 Hz to F1.

cm20
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Discussion and conclusions

The results sho¡¡. that variation of the pharyngeal cavity
yields a relatively smaLl contribution to the spectral dif-
ference betr¡een tense and lax vowels. The very much larger
conLribution from variation of the degree of constricÈion
is almost sufficient in itself for the spectrâl contras.t,
at least for the spread-1ip vowels. In the case of the
rounded vowels chere is an equally large. contríbution fron
1ip variation between r¡e11 rounded and slightly rounded.
For the pharyngovelar vor¡eIs, tongue rooE variaÈion is not
involved in the creation of the degree of constriction,
but it is necessary to keep the lower pharynx open and thus
avo.id confusion with the low pharyngeal vowels. Any tend-
ency for the tense pharyngovelar vowel Èo have the r¡ider
consÈriction means there is a spectral penalty fron the
point of view of this contrast.

It is also clear that the terrûs Èense and lax need to be
more preeisely defined. In particular, the traditional
notion that 1ax vowels have morerrcenÈralrr tongue posítions
is irrelevant and unacceptable in view of the inadequacies
and inaccuracies of the tongue-arching nodel (I{ood 1975).
Àre there any features that ate con¡mon Èo all tense-1ax
paírs ?

Fant has observed thaÈ the vocal tract is Iess deformed
(nearer to the uniform tube) for 1ax vor¡e1g. As a genera-
lizaÈion thís is true, excepÈ perhaps for the fo, ¡]l -like
vowels. The area funcÈions at Figs. 6 and 10 show thie
resoriator difference (although these ate nodel configura-
tions, they are the result of realietic articulatoty
menoeuvres based on observations of real speech). The
details of how and where the vocal tract íÊ less deformed
vary from pair to pair.

Tongue root advancement end consequent pharyngeal expansion
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have been observed for tense vowels. This difference is uost

obvious for the paletal and palatovelar vor¡els and can be

clearly seen in the examPles aÈ Figs. l and 2' Raphael and

Bell-Berti (1975) have found corresponding differences in

EMc âcÈivity in the genioglossi for Arnerican English /i-r'

s-g, u-¡r/. The resulÈs reporÈed at Fig. 7. are thaÈ pharyngeal

expansion conÈribuÈes relatively 1iÈcle Èo these sPectral

contrests whereas varying the degree of consÈricÈion yields

the greetesÈ spectral difference. However, it is generally

accepted ÈhaÈ advancing the tongue root has the secondary

effect of raising Èhe tongue body. This manoeuvre therefore

also perticipates in control of the degreê of constriction

in Èhis set of vowels and remains very much acousÈica11y

relevant. For the pharyngovelar vowels, the Èongue root

also tends Èo be further forward for tense fol than lax [î],
widening Èhe small cavity below the constriction' The

spectral consequence of this is s¡¡a11 (Fig. 8) but it is

the right direction. There has so far been no data pub-

lished regarding any correlaÈed EMG acÈiviEy in the genio-

glossi for this pair of vowels. For the low pharyngeal

vowels, the relatíonshiop is reversed - narrorTer lol¡er phar-

ynx for tense [o]. the advanced congue rooÈ rule cannot apply

in this case

IÈ is also frequently said ÈheÈ Èense gestures are more

precise and have greater extent. Regarding precision, ít is

fascinaÈing to ¡¡aÈch a motion X-ray filn and see the level

of precision achieved for all vowels, Èense and lax ' In

view of the nagniiude of spectral difference ÈhaE can be

achieved by widening the constriction, the auount of widen-

ing is critical and the ranges given eE Table I must be

respected. Regarding the extent of the tongue gesÈures

(which are in the direction of the Eongue constriction) the

degree of constriction is narrower for the tense vo¡¡e1 in

all pairs except fo,t:¡ Figs. 1 and 2 show how the tongue

ís raised further to¡tards the hard PalåÈe for Èense [i: t:!,

further toltarda.the soft palate for tense [u'l and further
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into the 1o¡¡er pharynx for tense [o.l. ttre resulÈs reported
at Fig. 7 revealed thaÈ this narrowing of the constriction
is the major single lingual facÈor concribufing to Èhe

spectral conErasl.

For Ëhe palatal and palarovelar vowels, Èhe genioglossi aid
the raising of Èhe tongue body. The differences of EMG activ-
iÈy in tense and lax vowels reporÈed by Raphael and Bella-
Berti are therefore in a muscle that is acÈively involved in
the basic tongue gesÈure of Èhese vowels, For the palatovel-
ar vowels, the styloglossi are also involved to dra¡¿ the
Eongue back to rhe sofÈ palate. But Rephael and Bella-Berti
reported no notewo-rthy difference of acÈivity between tense
["] and lax ftr] in thís pair of muscles. For all three
pairs they also reporÈed a clear difference of acÈivity in
the inferior longitudinal muscle, an intrinsic muscle Èhat
depresses the tongue blade and helps bunch the tongue. The
consequence of this can be seen aÈ Figs. I and 2 for Ehese
vowels. For the rounded vowels, Ehis can yieLd an F2 dif-
ference of lOO-2OO Hz (Figs. 7 and 8).

The corresponding acÈive extrinsic rnuscle for Èhê low pharyn-
geal vowels is the hyoglossus. There are no EMG investigations
reporÈed for this muscle but I would expect uore hyoglossal
activiry for the narrower constrícÈion of tense þ] than
for the wider consÈriction of 1ax [al. X-ray tracings for
many subjects also show a more depressed Èongue blade for

[c] indicacing rhar the same difference of inferior longi-
tudinal activíLy probably applies Èo this pair Eoo (e.g.
Figs. I and 2) .

Ho¡v do the pharyngovelar vowels fit into this pattern? The
Èongue root is more advanced for tense ["] than for lax
[fl fn. difference recorded aÈ Table 3 is cypical, but

for this pair in particular Ëhe absolute measure depends on
the síze ot Èhe valleculae r¡hich can very considerably be-
tneen subjects (cf. Figs. I and 2). The active muscles for
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tongue root a¿lvancement (the Posterior geniogloesi) are

not involved in the creation of the upper pharyngeal con-

stricÈion (which requires Èongue retrection, not raieing) '
It is nevertheleas necessary to keep the lor¡er cavity open

in order to avoid confusion with the lon pharyngeal fe' a]-

1íke vor¡e1s. The tongue root advancing manoeuvre is there-

fore an essenÈia1 component for the pharyngovelars' The

constriction iÈse1f is presunably formed by the pharyngeal

constrictors (including the glossopharyngeal fibres thet

insert into the sides of the tongue). As for all other tense

vowels, it is. spectrally advantageous foÌ LoJ t" have as

narroqr a consrriction as possible. Paradoxically, fo]l tends

ro have a slightly-wider constriccion Èhan [rl and therefore

suffers a slight spectral penalty (Fig. 8) that is disadvan-

Èageous to.the contrast. This may be due to the partial an-

tagonism betrùeen.the forltard movernent of Èhe tongue root

and the rearward movement of the tongue body. Finally' the

tongue blade is more depressed for tense Col than for lax

[C]. x.r. coo' we should once again exPect to find differ-

ences in inferior longitudinal activity.

It is therefore very likely Ehat the physiological and arti-

culatory difference between tense and lax vo¡¡e1s lies in

varying the degree of conËraction of a muscle that is al-

ready actively involved for a pair of vowels - such âe the

posterior genioglossi for the co.nstriction of the paletal

and palatovelar vo¡¡e1s and for keeping the lower pharynx

open i4 the pharyngovelar vor¡e1s, and the hyoglossi for the

conscriction of the loLr pharyngeal vowels. The epectral

consequences are always in the right direction for the con-

trast, very much so for the differences of degree of con-

sÈriction, less so for the differences of pharyngeal cavity

size. There are also differences of tongue blade depreseion

and tongue bunching for all pairs which can be aectibed tó

differences of inferior longitudinal contrection (this nay

be what S¡reet meant by the "convexityrr of the tongue). For

the paletal and palatovelar vowels the bunching aids in
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controlling the constriction against. Èhe roof of the mouÈh.
For Èhe palacovelar and pharyngovelar vowels, tongue blade
depression enlarges the bucchal cavity and lor¡ers F2. Both
Èhese effects are favourable to Èhe spectral conÈrast.

In addition, there is t.he difference of lip-rounding.- more
for Èense vowels and less for lax vowels, Fig. 7 indicates
Èhat Èhis can account for half the spectral contrast be-
trreen ful ana [rr] and berween fo] and [C] This is coupled
to similar differences of laryngeal depression. The spectral
consequences of this are reJatively small (Fig.7 and Lind-
blom and Sundberg 1971) bur they are in the right direcÈion.

No¡.es

l. See Fant (1960) . I am endebted Èo professor Gunnar Fant
and Dr. Johan Sundberg of the Speech Transrnission Labora-
tory, Royal Institute of Technology, SEockholm, for per-
mission t.o use LEA and for assistance.

2. These films were made aÈ the Röntgen Technology Unit of
the University Hospital ¡viÈh the consent of professor
Olof Norman and the assistance of Dr. Thure Holm, Radio-
physicisÈs Gunnila Holje and Gudmund Swahn and Technician
Rolf Schöner. The angiological laboratory !7as specially
equipped for observing evenÈs in .soft tissue such as
blood vessels, and r^ras therefore admirable for our pur-
pose. In addition, the camera provides a synchronizing
pulse Èhât flashes on every Èenth frame and which also
appears alongside a paÈienÈ t s cardiogram. We recorded
this pulse on magnetic Èape Eogether r¡ith the speech
signal, on separate Èracks. The film speed was
75 frames/second. X-rays were emiEted in brief bursEs,
3 msec per frame, which kepÈ the radiation dose within
the range 6O-2OO rnrad per reel of film. Each subjecc
was linited Èo one reel (40 seconds). I am endebced ro
GösLa Bruce and Per Lindblad for permission !o include
their filns.
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This sumnary is of necessity very scanty. More details
will be given .in a forthcoming thesis on the articulation
of vo¡¡eL s .
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